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Summary of Findings 

 Instagram and video ads will boost Facebook Inc.’s (FB) thriving 

advertising business in 2015, but the company stands to reap 

even bigger rewards from a series of off-platform initiatives. 

 Facebook’s attempts to develop attribution technology through its 

Atlas ad server, along with plans to extend the reach of its 

Facebook Audience Network (FAN) through LiveRail and Parse, will 

be even bigger revenue drivers than Instagram over the next two to 

three years, according to Blueshift’s digital analytics sources. 

 The large format and visual appeal of Instagram makes the 

platform very attractive to advertisers, nine of 11 sources said, but 

it will take time and a lot of creative resources for advertising on 

the photo-sharing site to be effective. 

 Facebook’s video ads are garnering agency spending, according to 

four sources, with one noting that brands are posting more videos 

directly to Facebook rather than sharing links on YouTube, LLC. 

 Ad agencies are not worried about reports that younger consumers 

are fleeing Facebook. Some think the scope of such departures is 

overblown, and others said Facebook still has tremendous reach. 

 Ad spending is growing gradually on Twitter Inc. (TWTR), six sources 

said. Pinterest is gaining among fashion brands, two said, and 

Snapchat Inc. has become key for reaching young people, 

according to two sources. Google Inc. (GOOG/GOOGL) has been 

hurt by a shift from paid search to social media and from the loss 

of its spot as the default search engine in the Firefox browser. 

 Digital spending continues to outperform the overall ad market, 

according to Blueshift’s April Advertising Report, with Facebook 

among the main beneficiaries. Eight sources said spending on 

Facebook ads rose in the first quarter compared to a year earlier.  
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Research Question: 

Can Instagram and other new ad products keep Facebook’s revenue growth from 

slowing in 2015? 

Silo Summaries 

1) Large Ad Agencies 
All three sources reported a jump in Facebook ad 

spending during the first quarter. All three sources said 

direct response advertising on Facebook is growing, 

and one said the site benefits from the shift of ad 

dollars to social media from display and search ads. 

Instagram has great potential for advertisers, all three 

sources said, with one reporting that demand for ads on 

the site is outpacing supply. Facebook’s Atlas ad server 

eventually will improve the ROI of the platform, 

according to one source. One source thinks Facebook 

should share its data with advertisers while another 

believes the site needs to create and own video content 

rather than just serving as a place for others to post 

content.  

 

2) Small and Midsize Ad Agencies 
Facebook ad spending grew during the first quarter 

compared to the same period last year. Two sources 

expect continued growth in the second half of 2015. 

Costs per impression of Facebook ads are rising, but 

ROI remains strong due to the platform’s sophisticated 

targeting, two sources said. Twitter is making gains, 

three sources said, but is still only useful for very 

specific situations, according to one. Snapchat is the 

place to reach 14- to 28-year-olds, one source 

suggested. All four sources said Instagram has great 

potential, and three said video ads should be a boon to 

Facebook. One thinks Facebook has a great opportunity 

with its messaging apps. 

 

3) Digital Analytics Firms 
Facebook ad spending is growing, with advertisers 

pushing more of their dollars towards mobile 

placements. Twitter ad spending is inching up, 

according to two sources, including one who said 

Twitter has equaled Facebook in app install ad 

spending. Instagram ads will be in high demand, two 

sources said, but two others noted that Facebook will 

move slowly in introducing ads to the platform. 

Advertisers are adopting video ads in huge numbers 

and posting more videos directly to Facebook rather 

than sharing YouTube links. Facebook’s efforts to 

develop attribution modeling through its Atlas 

technology will be a huge driver of future growth, one 

source said, while another sees the Facebook Audience 

Network benefiting from Atlas, LiveRail and Parse. 
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Background 

Facebook continues to successfully monetize its social network, as shown in its recent earnings announcement. A recent 

survey found ROI of Facebook ads ranked second among seven platforms, behind only Google, and that 62% of advertisers 

planned to increase their spending with the network. Facebook’s CPM ranges from $22-$28 and its video ads are priced 30% 

higher than competitors’ video ads.  

 

The monetization of Instagram video ads has begun, and analysts predict the photo-sharing site will generate revenue of 

$700 million in 2015 and $5.8 billion by 2020. One of several reasons marketers are lined up to advertise on Instagram is its 

engagement rate: recent studies found Instagram posts generate 120 times more engagement than Twitter. Until recently, 

Instagram prohibited ads and URL linking, a policy that limited spammers and self-promoters. Some worry that Instagram’s 

new carousel ad product and video ads could dilute usage and scrolling on the site. 

  

Facebook is rolling out more products, features and options for its users and advertisers. In early March, Facebook 

announced it will begin monitoring the relevance of ads as part of its pricing model, lowering advertisers’ costs for good ads, 

but charging more for bad ones. Another recent development is Facebook’s new payment feature within the Facebook 

Messenger app. App install ads continue to grow at a healthy pace, and ads on Facebook cost significantly more than 

standard ads due to performance and targeting capabilities.  

  

Some marketing experts claim that returns for online video ads are non-existent, and marketers are merely experimenting 

with integrating the new option into their media mix. Click-through rates on Facebook are declining, as shown by a study that 

found click-through rates fell 27% during 2014 as competition for clicks increased.  

  

Blueshift’s January 22 Facebook report found growing momentum among Facebook’s national brand clientele. Agencies 

planned to increase spending with the social network and reported that ROI grew as Facebook’s targeting and tracking 

improved. Advertisers expressed interest in autoplay video ads and Instagram. A small number of sources stated Facebook’s 

app install ad business could be challenged when venture capital for apps dries up and Twitter and Google enter the market. 

One source observed some advertisers knocking down the walls between digital and traditional video operations. Our April 7 

media and advertising report found more ad revenue shifting into digital channels such as Facebook, Google and Twitter.  

 

Current Research 
In this next study, Blueshift Research assessed whether Facebook could continue its impressive growth with the aid of 

Instagram, video ads and other new products. We employed our pattern mining approach to establish four independent silos, 

comprising 11 primary sources (including six repeat sources) and seven relevant secondary sources focused on Instagram, 

video ads and Atlas:  

1) Large ad agencies (3) 

2) Small and midsize ad agencies (4) 

3) Digital analytics firms (4) 

4) Secondary sources (7) 

 

 

Next Steps 

Blueshift Research will further explore Facebook’s efforts to extend the reach of its off-platform ad products through the 

Facebook Audience Network. We also will examine the development of its Atlas ad server and garner early feedback on the 

success of Instagram advertising.  
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Silos 

 

1) Large Ad Agencies 
All three sources reported a jump in Facebook ad spending during the first quarter compared to the same period last year, 

with increases ranging from 5% to 25%. Such trends likely will continue through 2015, though one source said it will take new 

ad products to get advertisers to spend more with the platform. All three sources said direct response advertising on 

Facebook is growing, and one said the site benefits from the shift of ad dollars to social media from display and search ads. 

Instagram has great potential for advertisers, all three sources said, with one reporting that demand for ads on the site is 

outpacing supply. One source, however, thinks any ad dollars flowing to Instagram mainly will be shifted from Facebook’s core 

site rather than representing new spending. Ad dollars are moving from traditional TV to digital video, but so far YouTube is 

benefitting more than Facebook, according to one source. Some early testing has shown Facebook video ads performing no 

better than static ads on the site, according to one source, while another source reported more success with click-to-play 

rather than autoplay ads. Facebook’s Atlas ad server eventually will improve the ROI of the platform, according to one source. 

One source thinks Facebook should share its data with advertisers while another believes the site needs to create and own 

video content rather than just serving as a place for others to post content.  

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Ad Spending Trends 

- 3 of 3 sources said Facebook ad spending grew in Q1 compared to a year earlier, with 1 reporting a 20%-25% jump. 

- 1 expects a significant jump in Facebook ad spending during the second half of 2015, but 1 said clients will only 

spend more if there are compelling new products. 

- 1 said Facebook is benefiting from a spending shift from display and search to social media. 

- 1 said Twitter ad spending is growing, though not at the expense of Facebook. 

- 3 reported clients doing a lot of direct response advertising on Facebook. 

- 2 said stricter privacy regulations in Europe may be hurting Facebook’s revenue there. 1 of those 2 also cited the 

regional nature of social media in Europe as an obstacle for Facebook, while the other pointed to the reluctance of 

some European companies to be early adopters of new media strategies. 

New Products/Technology 

- 3 had positive comments on Instagram, with 1 reporting that demand for ads on the platform is outstripping supply. 

- 1 said Instagram will help Facebook maintain its ad revenue but will not be a big growth opportunity. 

- 1 said YouTube is benefitting the most from ad dollars shifting from traditional TV to digital video, with Twitter and 

Facebook trying to capture some of that spending. 

- 1 said Facebook video ads performed no better than static ads in some early testing. 

- 1 said click-to-play video ads have shown better ROI than autoplay ads. 

- 1 said Facebook’s Atlas ad server should lead to better ROI on the platform. 

The Next Frontier 

- 1 said he wishes Facebook would start sharing its data with advertisers. 

- 1 thinks Facebook needs to create and own video content to help keep users’ time and attention. 

- 1 said Facebook will have a difficult time making a dent in the gaming industry with its Oculus virtual reality 

technology. 

- 1 believes Oculus could have applications outside of gaming. 

 

 

1) Executive VP of digital advertising for the North American flagship office of a large global agency 

This agency saw a 20%-25% surge in spending on Facebook ads in the first quarter compared to the previous year, with 

similar growth expected for the second half of 2015. Advertisers are accelerating their shift away from display ads, and 

are drawn to Facebook’s sophisticated packaging and targeting tools. Advertisers are clamoring for space on Instagram, 

with demand outstripping supply. No other social platforms come close to competing with Facebook. While the numbers 

may have dropped for younger Facebook users, no other platform has comparable mass and reach. Some dollars are 

shifting from search into social, as search becomes more sophisticated and clients demand more value. 
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Ad Spending Trends  

 “The overall shift [in ad spend] is still from general display and into social media. Facebook and Instagram are 

probably the two biggest beneficiaries, and that’s what’s leading [platforms] like Pinterest, Twitter, Tumblr and 

everybody else to figure out some better ad units so they can join the party.” 

 “We’re probably up across our business by 20%-25% [in Facebook ad spending during the first quarter of 2015 

compared to a year earlier].” 

 “We’re expecting [to see similar rates of increase for the second half of 2015]. You’ve got all your summer 

advertisers for Q2, then back-to-school for Q3, and then Christmas. Facebook has been really smart about 

understanding the retail rhythms and the retail cycle, and to break through [the media clutter to reach its target 

audience].” 

 “[Pricing/ROI] really depends on the skill of our media partners [who are doing the media buying] and their 

negotiating skill. I measure ROI, cost-per-click, cost-per-acquisition, and we’re not blowing the doors off but we’re 

doing OK. It depends on the campaign. For one account, we’ve got a particular media partner that are great 

negotiators; a different account with a different media partner that are so-so negotiators.” 

 “A [company like] Starcom MediaVest [Group], for example, that is spending millions of dollars with Facebook, has 

much greater clout in negotiating price and terms than some of our smaller media partners and clients, who aren’t 

spending as much money and don’t have as big a stick to swing. I’m sure there are people paying the Facebook rate 

card rate, because they don’t have any clout, or they’re smaller businesses and it’s, ‘Our way or the highway’ as far 

as Facebook is concerned.” 

 “Two things have happened [to drive Facebook growth]. Number one, we’ve 

been saying to clients the bloom is off the display rose for a really long 

time—and they’re actually finally beginning to believe it.”  

 “Secondly, Facebook has been pretty smart about targeting, packaging. A 

lot of clients spent a lot of money getting a million-plus followers, getting 20 

million followers, and to have them choked off [when Facebook changed its 

algorithms] really [angered] them. So it’s not necessarily joyful spending, 

but [advertisers] feel like they’ve already spent all this money to get millions 

of followers, who will be much more responsive to [a brand’s] message than 

me just spraying and praying, and using banners that nobody ever reads or 

clicks on.” 

 “Facebook has done a really good job [by having] more than 200 pre-

determined [demographic] channels—moms with children [ages] three to 

five, moms of children six to 12, people who own luxury cars, people that 

bought new appliances in the last year. … Facebook has already mined 

their database and have 200 of these channels already pre-programmed, 

and they did their data mining with the biggest ad spenders—P&G, General 

Motors, technology companies. Facebook has created pre-existing pipelines 

to Facebook fans to those [companies/brands].”  

 “Plus, Facebook will do a database match. So, for instance, we have a large 

consumer client which has a database of 5 million names in their CRM 

[customer relationship management] database. We went to Facebook, we 

slammed our database up against theirs, we found a match north of 65%.” 

 “We can then directly message our own people, who we know will be more 

responsive than the average [Facebook user]. Facebook won’t give up their [database], but they will do data 

processing and deliver messages for you. So we said, let’s see who’s influential among this 65% of the people that 

match. Facebook identified people among the matched set that have more than 100 friends, so we can get 

additional viral reach.”  

 “If you already like my brand, you’ve signed up to my database, and you’re on Facebook, if you’ve got more than 100 

friends, then there’s a reasonable probability that you’ll tell some of those friends about the post.” 

 “The other thing we asked Facebook to do was identify anybody in the [65%] match who posts more than twice a 

week, because we know that among our fans, there are active fans and passionate fans—and they’re the ones who’ll 

blab.” 

 “Ideally, if I’ve got a new product introduction, I have multiple channels now: I can email them, I can direct message 

them on Facebook, and I can zero in on the people who are most likely to either share with a lot of people or blab to 

A lot of clients spent a lot of 

money getting a million-plus 

followers, getting 20 million 

followers, and to have them 

choked off [when Facebook 

changed its algorithms] really 

[angered] them. So it’s not 

necessarily joyful spending, but 

[advertisers] feel like they’ve 

already spent all this money to 

get millions of followers, who 

will be much more responsive 

to [a brand’s] message than 

me just spraying and praying, 

and using banners that nobody 

ever reads or clicks on. 

Executive VP of Digital Advertising  

Large Global Agency 

http://www.smvgroup.com/#home
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a lot of people. So the effectiveness of my targeting, the amplification of my message, the virality of my reach, goes 

way up. I can’t do that with banners.” 

 “[Other social platforms] are totally playing catch-up. They’re way back in the dust. They’re also trying to carve out 

niches. Twitter, for example, created something called the option card, which allows you to sign up for [a database] 

so you can directly message followers. It’s going OK. It gets a decent response rate and it’s actually competitive with 

search.” 

 “Increasingly, people have been pouring money into search, because they figure that’s where people start. But that’s 

been getting a little more sophisticated. Clients are asking, ‘Do we really need to spend all that money on search? Do 

we really need to have hundreds of keywords? Can we have 50 keywords instead?’ I think there’s pressure on that, 

and there’s some money shifting from search into social as well.” 

 “The numbers [of younger Facebook users] are down, but if you want mass and you want reach, Facebook has got it. 

And also some of these other platforms like Snapchat, the kids might all be on Snapchat, but find me a marketing 

director who’s willing to be on Snapchat, where people are taking pictures of their breasts.” 

 “We’re doing an awful lot of direct response [advertising] in social. And actually I’m in the middle of a fight to justify 

direct response TV versus social. The client thinks it’s old fashioned, but I’ve got the data to justify it. It’s traditional 

60-second response television.” 

 “[Facebook is having trouble expanding average revenue per user in Europe because] firstly the [privacy] regulations 

in Europe are much tighter. And also, having worked in Europe, I can tell you that people are dramatically less 

adventurous—both on the client and agency side. They are really late adopters. The easiest way to sell something 

new to a European is to show them that four of their competitors have already done it successfully. But to get 

somebody to be a first mover, it’s almost dead on arrival.” 

New products/Technology 

 “[Instagram] is growing really fast. We live in a massively visual society, and 

people are madly posting stuff. Instagram is the place we’re going. We’ve 

got clients running contests on Instagram, we’ve got clients mining 

Instagram, we’ve got clients clamoring for ad space on Instagram, and 

Instagram hasn’t figured out yet how to create appropriate inventory for us 

yet. So there’s more demand than supply.” 

 “What’s happening is that agencies and clients are rationalizing [spending 

on Instagram] to themselves by saying they’re in there early, they’re gaining 

credibility, gaining consciousness, some kind of first-mover advantage. I 

don’t know whether there really is or not, but that’s what they tell 

themselves to justify [the spend].”  

 “I don’t yet have a sense of [Facebook video ads]. We have a new vendor 

that does personalized video ads, and we’ve got three campaigns booted 

up, so I’m very eager to see how they perform. We know the numbers of 

people watching video are just mindboggling in terms of hours.”  

 “We’ve tried some addressable video ads on Facebook [i.e. using one of 

Facebook’s 200 channels]. They’ve performed no better or no worse than 

static advertising on Facebook.” 

 “[The personalized ads we’re about to trial] will be delivered by email. You’ll 

click on it and it will show the video. It will be a 30-second video with two 

calls to action.” 

The Next Frontier 

 “[Facebook executives] are the most arrogant people in the world. And secondly, they don’t data share. I will share 

my database with them and they will match it. But ideally, I would want them to give me those names back, so I know 

who matches and who doesn’t. But they won’t tell me. For money, they’ll deliver a message to the ones that match, 

but I want to have that list back. It’s a Facebook ‘You need us more than we need you’ thing.” 

 “I sure hope [that competing social platforms] start to challenge this [by offering up two-way database exchanges] 

because as a data-driven marketer, I’ve got these databases, and I know for example with our supermarket client, 

we know what you bought, we know where you live, we know where you shop, we know what coupons you redeemed, 

what circulars you read. If I can find out what you’re doing on Facebook and marry that all together, I have a much 

richer profile, and I can give you [the consumer] more offers that are relevant, and eliminate stuff you don’t care 

about.” 

[Instagram] is growing really 

fast. We live in a massively 

visual society, and people are 

madly posting stuff. Instagram 

is the place we’re going. We’ve 

got clients running contests on 

Instagram, we’ve got clients 

mining Instagram, we’ve got 

clients clamoring for ad space 

on Instagram, and Instagram 

hasn’t figured out yet how to 

create appropriate inventory for 

us yet. So there’s more 

demand than supply. 

Executive VP of Digital Advertising  

Large Global Agency 
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2) Digital ad executive at a global integrated agency; repeat source 

Facebook ad spending increased 5% year to year during the first quarter for this agency’s clients, though buyers are 

shifting into lower-priced ad products to get more inventory for the money. To spend more with Facebook, advertisers 

increasingly want to see new products and a more quantifiable ROI. Instagram adds to Facebook’s portfolio but will draw 

dollars shifted from the Facebook platform rather than create additional spending. Video advertising is the new frontier, 

with click-to-play showing better results than autoplay. Facebook must quickly figure out how to create and own video 

content to hold users’ attention.  

Ad Spending Trends 

 “Our total ad spend with Facebook has increased slightly. Our ad spend is in the $40 million range. Year over year, 

we’ve probably seen a 5% increase in dollar spend with Facebook. The thing is, our composition has changed 

dramatically. Clients are moving from the more expensive buys to products with lower price points. This is part of a 

longer, ongoing transition.” 

 “Our outlook for ad spending on Facebook is going to be more about what new products they develop, like 

Instagram. We may have increased spending by 5% but we get 30% to 40% more inventory for the money than we 

did a year ago. Now we have maxed out on the inventory we want to buy. So the only way they can get us to spend 

more money is through new products.” 

 “[Facebook losing the younger audience] is definitely a concern. Instagram 

helps Facebook retain a younger audience, but Facebook’s demographic 

has changed quite a bit. A few years ago, advertisers thought the 

demographic was too young. Now it’s going in the opposite direction.” 

 “We have a group of clients who are moving to the more programmatic and 

audience-based products, in part because the technology became 

available. In 2012, Facebook experimented with an audience buy network. 

It scaled in 2013 and in 2014, you could plug in to programmatic.” 

 “The discussion with most of our clients, when it comes to ROI, is about 

needing the information to be more quantifiable. Our clients are talking 

about wanting to see what sales can be attributed to ad spend. They want 

to measure how many dollars of sales revenue they are getting for the ad 

dollars they spend on Facebook.”  

 “This is an issue because of the way ROI is currently calculated. It is an 

overarching number based on overall media spend. It’s not just about 

buying the right vendor or buying impressions. It is increasingly about 

buying the right audience. If your product is geared toward the 18- to 24-

year-old group, you can target that group and get an ROI. The ROI with 

Facebook should increase because their data is so much more granular 

than on other sites.” 

 “When they bought the ad serving company Atlas, which was owned by 

Microsoft [Corp./MSFT], Facebook turned it into a product with tie-in to audience targeting. That gave them a better 

targeting product and in theory that should lead to better ROI and it should help with overall digital performance.” 

 “With the ability to target audiences, we are seeing the opportunity for better direct response on Facebook. We see a 

lot more direct response buying. The question is, how do you execute the path to buying the product? It is in flux.” 

 “If you are doing audience buying, Facebook has a fairly effective product. But if you are just buying a bunch of 

impressions on a sidebar, as smaller companies typically do, then it’s not as effective.”  

 “We do see more spending with Twitter but it is for very definite audiences and very specific ad campaigns. For 

example, if you have an ad on The Walking Dead, you will also see the advertiser buy a Twitter tie-in. We see an 

increase in Twitter spending cases like this. It will help the growth of Twitter. Twitter is not necessarily taking share 

away from Facebook, but it is limiting the growth of Facebook because clients would be doing more with Facebook if 

it were not for Twitter.” 

New Products/Technology 

Our outlook for ad spending on 

Facebook is going to be more 

about what new products they 

develop, like Instagram. We 

may have increased spending 

by 5% but we get 30% to 40% 

more inventory for the money 

than we did a year ago. Now we 

have maxed out on the 

inventory we want to buy. So 

the only way they can get us to 

spend more money is through 

new products. 

Digital Ad Executive  

Global Integrated Agency 

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/default.aspx
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 “Instagram will help. It does not necessarily create a new revenue opportunity but it may be a way to make the shift. 

Instagram is a step in the right direction. It may help Facebook maintain what they have but it does not necessarily 

help them grow.” 

 “Last year, we spent $1.5 million on Instagram and $40 million on Facebook. [Instagram] has the potential to grow 

quickly but even if we spent three times as much on Instagram, that’s still only $4.5 million. It will always be a niche 

platform. I don’t see ad monetization outside of sponsorship.” 

 “We are still not sure about Instagram’s product lineup, business model or how it will all work out. Instagram will not 

be a place for the traditional model with banner ads. It is more of a content, integration place. We have done a little 

experimentation with Instagram in terms of custom integration. We have one client that put ads on Instagram, but 

it’s a pretty small dollar amount.”  

 “We have a large client that we use to test things out. We saw some benefit but the ad needs to be part of some 

other PR. It is a good platform for contests and for sharing content but that is difficult to monetize. Mostly we have 

seen it used as a PR tool. A company starts to follow Instagram and just uses pop ups on the feeds. But pop ups do 

not make money for Instagram and people may ignore the ads or leave Instagram altogether if the ads become too 

prevalent or annoying. That’s why it is taking so long for Instagram to develop a model. It’s a user experience 

product.”   

 “Overall, we are seeing a big shift around digital video. Advertisers are open 

to reallocating broadcast dollars to digital video. It’s a benefit for YouTube. 

It also is why you see Twitter and Facebook trying to very quickly develop 

products because video is where the growth is.” 

 “The big question is whether Facebook can develop content and own it. 

Instagram is a way to start to develop content. They need to develop their 

own video content if they want to stop losing [audience], or they need to 

figure out a way to integrate better with TV content. YouTube has its own 

content and owns it.” 

 “MySpace, for example, did a re-launch and they were trying to create a 

type of premium YouTube channel. Facebook is looking at creating content, 

but they really need to do it. As big as they are, to not create and own 

content is a big miss.” 

 “Under Facebook’s current model, it is easier to draw audience away. At any 

point, there could be another platform to draw people away from Facebook. 

Even Twitter is taking audience away. Viewers won’t give up Facebook. They 

may just spend less time there and use it less. If Facebook had content you 

could subscribe to, it would give people a reason to use it more.” 

 “The ROI is not as strong with autoplay as click-to-play video. With autoplay [you pay based on] cost per thousand 

impressions, but you are just buying ad units. You may not even be up on the screen. Autoplay is less expensive but 

so much less effective than click-to-play. People are trying to figure out whether [autoplay] is worth the buy. The 

question is whether it is better to buy a bunch of stuff based on CPM versus buying based on cost-per-view. Autoplay 

is just not as good as an investment.” 

 “Hulu tried to monitor [ad relevance]. If you watched Hulu on a laptop or desktop, they asked the viewer, ‘Is this 

relevant to you?’ so they could better tailor to viewer. But no one followed through with an answer. Facebook is trying 

to see how relevant the ads are. My guess is people will just ignore it.”  

 “I am skeptical of Facebook’s ability to put in a [monitoring] system that works. At the end of the day, the big issue is, 

so many people are immune to the ads on digital. Display can be quite effective depending on the buying model. 

However, a strategy of running a lot of banners in an impressions buy is not particularly effective, as people have 

learned to ignore them. You have to integrate into the content to be effective.” 

 “Most people that watch live TV ignore the ads. They know that’s when to take a break. Most people fast forward and 

skip the ads when using a DVR. That’s why roughly 10 years ago, you started to see an increase in the integration of 

product into content. It’s the only way to get product in front of the viewer.” 

The Next Frontier 

 “Because of its footprint, Facebook could have an impact on video, in the right market. Payment is difficult and not a 

natural fit for Facebook. PayPal in itself is tied to eBay. On Google, search is a way to look for and buy products with 

Google wallet. Facebook has no transaction business.” 

We are seeing a big shift 

around digital video. 

Advertisers are open to 

reallocating broadcast dollars 

to digital video. It’s a benefit for 

YouTube. It also is why you see 

Twitter and Facebook trying to 

very quickly develop products 

because video is where the 

growth is. 

Digital Ad Executive  

Global Integrated Agency 
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 “Gaming is interesting. If they had a PlayStation or an Xbox product, [Oculus] would make more sense. To do a 

gaming platform you need a way to get into the house, but not virtually. You either would have to create a new game 

system or a new product. Or you could game through a computer and hook to the TV.” 

 “There is a barrier to entry in gaming. There is already so much out there. If you own an Xbox, everything you buy is 

tied to the Xbox once it is in the house. It is difficult for Microsoft to lose. Look at Apple [Inc./AAPL] and how it 

developed iTunes and the Apple app store. They developed a way to buy content. Facebook does not have a 

connection to anything like that.”  

 

 

3) CEO of a digitally-focused media agency; repeat source 

Facebook ad spending continues to increase. This source dismissed claims that younger users are leaving Facebook. The 

agency mostly taps Facebook for mobile and direct response advertising. Instagram holds great promise for advertisers 

and has the potential to advance Facebook’s growth. Facebook’s virtual reality system, Oculus, could have both gaming 

and real-world applications. 

Ad Spending Trends 

 “In general, our advertising dollars with Facebook are growing, but I don’t look at the data in terms of percentages or 

single- or double-digit growth. If it works, we use it and pour more money into it.” 

 “Metrics and ad spend are not our area of study or worry. We look at whether there is enough of an audience to 

consider whether the ads will reach the audience and work. If that is the case, we put more money into it.” 

 “Our mobile is growing faster than others because for younger people, 

mobile is the way to communicate.” 

 “We use Facebook for direct response advertising. It is very effective, and 

we use it more for direct than anything else.” 

 “Click-through is not a metric we use to evaluate. Click-through is not 

relevant to whether someone buys a product or is influenced by an ad. Half 

the people who buy online never bother to click through. They see the view 

and then go to the URL. Click-through is not a good indicator of ROI. We look 

at cost for acquisition.” 

 “The idea that Facebook is losing its younger audience is a huge fallacy. I 

follow the trade media articles including eMarketer and Re/code and recent 

articles say that 71% of all teens, ages 13 to 17 years old, continue to use 

Facebook, while Pew Research Center found that 41% of all teens said 

Facebook is still the site they visit most and that the 71% figure is more 

than double the number of teens on sites like Google and Twitter.” 

 “All of the social media platforms are having a problem with privacy [in 

Europe], but I don’t know whether that has anything to do with the problem 

[of Facebook’s per-user revenue]. It may be the nature of the landscape in 

Europe and that other networks are taking views away. The social media 

networks in Europe tend to be regional phenomena and that may affect 

viewing habits.” 

 “I do not think of Twitter as an app install ad spending space. Most app 

install is done on mobile. My view is that all boats are rising and no one is 

taking share from anyone else. I don’t think Google or Twitter are stealing share from Facebook or even interested in 

stealing share. They only care about burying TV and broadcast.” 

 “Facebook has 25% of all the display advertising. It has more display than Yahoo! [Inc./YHOO] and it is as big a factor 

in display advertising than most others.” 

New Products/Technology 

 “When Facebook bought Instagram, people balked and thought they were fools for paying more than a billion dollars 

for it. Now it looks like they made a heck of a deal buying Instagram and they got it for a bargain.” 

 “Facebook is in the platform business and Instagram is a great platform. I don’t know at this time how its growth will 

emanate but I do know the use of Instagram has continued to expand. What if it becomes an alternative to taking 

The idea that Facebook is 

losing its younger audience is a 

huge fallacy. I follow the trade 

media articles including 

eMarketer and Re/code and 

recent articles say that 71% of 

all teens, ages 13 to 17 years 

old, continue to use Facebook, 

while Pew Research Center 

found that 41% of all teens 

said Facebook is still the site 

they visit most and that the 

71% figure is more than double 

the number of teens on sites 

like Google and Twitter. 

CEO, Digitally-focused Media Agency 

http://www.apple.com/
http://www.emarketer.com/
http://recode.net/
http://marketingland.com/pew-research-facebook-is-still-tops-among-u-s-teens-124638
https://advertising.yahoo.com/
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pictures with a camera? I now take more pictures with Instagram than I do with a digital camera. You can instantly 

deploy it or upload photos to Facebook or LinkedIn [Corp./LNKD].” 

 “The other things Instagram has brought to the table are all of the filters. You can take one picture and then use a 

filter to give it a green hue or a yellow hue. You can modify the picture to make it look better. Ten years ago, that kind 

of capability in photography required special, additional lenses and 

preparation before planning the shot. Now you can do the same thing with 

Instagram, after you have taken the shot. I think it is a game changer.” 

 “I have read that Facebook just passed YouTube in video views and content 

viewing. They may not own the content or create the content. But they have 

inertia because of the target audience they access and because of their 

distribution platform.”  

 “They may not need to own the content if they have a big enough network.” 

 “Vines are increasingly showing up on Facebook. I don’t know what else is 

going on with video on Facebook but that fact that it has surpassed 

YouTube in viewer engagement is huge.” 

The Next Frontier 

 “Anyone like Facebook who has critical mass has the potential to disrupt 

payment, whether it’s Google, YouTube, Twitter, Apple or Facebook.” 

 “All of the major social media platforms are focused on infrastructure. Microsoft has something like Oculus. I don’t 

know what Facebook plans to do with Oculus. They can use it for gaming but it may have other applications. For 

example, it may make U.S. Post Office delivery more efficient because it can be used to look at and track packaging. 

Oculus has much more to offer in the real world versus the virtual world.” 

 “True, Facebook is not big into gaming. But this may represent an entry to the gaming industry. Or there may be 

other applications. If there are applications for Oculus in business, for example, then Facebook could move from the 

consumer side and expand into the enterprise side. Either way, it will be useful for advertising. Advertising is 

everywhere. If there is a medium, then there will be a way to use it for advertising.” 

 

 

 

2) Small and Midsize Ad Agencies 
Facebook ad spending grew during the first quarter compared to the same period last year, three of four sources said, with 

one reporting that such spending tripled. Two sources expect continued growth in the second half of 2015. The fourth source, 

whose clients are mainly B2B advertisers, said Facebook is a low priority and spending on the platform is declining. Costs per 

impression of Facebook ads are rising, but ROI remains strong due to the platform’s sophisticated targeting, two sources 

said. Twitter is making gains, three sources said, but is still only useful for very specific situations, according to one. Snapchat 

is the place to reach 14- to 28-year-olds, one source suggested. All four sources said Instagram has great potential, and three 

said video ads should be a boon to Facebook. One thinks Facebook has a great opportunity with its messaging apps, while 

another believes it could monetize its single log-in system. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Ad Spending Trends 

- 3 of 4 said spending on Facebook ads grew during Q1, with 1 reporting a 300% increase. 

- 1 said Facebook spending is down among B2B advertisers. 

- 2 expect continued spending growth on Facebook ads in the second half of the year. 

- 2 reported rising CPMs for Facebook ads. 

- 2 said ROI of Facebook ads is improving and outpacing other media because of better targeting. 

- 3 said Twitter is seeing some growth but from a very low base and only for certain uses such as tying into TV 

campaigns. 

- 1 said Snapchat is the best place to reach 14- to 28-year-olds. 

- 1 said Google and LinkedIn are the top spending choices for B2B advertisers and that Google does a much better job 

than Facebook at helping small advertisers spend ad dollars. 

- 1 reported a significant jump in direct response advertising on Facebook since last fall. 

Facebook is in the platform 

business and Instagram is a 

great platform. I don’t know at 

this time how its growth will 

emanate but I do know the use 

of Instagram has continued to 

expand. 

CEO, Digitally-focused Media Agency 

https://www.linkedin.com/static?key=advertising_info
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New Products/Technology 

- 4 offered a positive outlook on Instagram, with 1 reporting increased demand from clients for advertising on the site.  

- 3 said Facebook video ads are showing great returns and driving revenue growth. 

- 1 said response to click-to-play video ads is better than for autoplay ads. 

The Next Frontier 

- 1 wants Facebook to do more data sharing with advertisers. 

- 1 thinks Facebook has a great opportunity with messaging apps, thanks to the global database of users. 

- 1 said Facebook could monetize its Facebook Connect by selling data to websites that use the single log-in system. 

 

 

1) Head of a mid-sized digital agency based in Australia 

Spending on Facebook ads for this agency’s clients surged 300% during the first quarter compared to a year earlier, with 

another significant bump expected in the second half of 2015. Big brands are adopting the platform at scale, with video 

leading the trend. Impression costs on Facebook are up 20% in the past year, but ROI has improved with more 

sophisticated targeting and data. Instagram’s ad units are great, but require significant creative resources. Spending on 

Twitter is up from a low base, while Google ad spend is large but could decline this year. Facebook’s loss of popularity 

with younger users is not a concern, because these users still provide data through Facebook Connect and apps. Google 

is stealing share from Facebook in app install spending, but Twitter’s reach is too small to effect this landscape. 

Facebook’s Atlas will be important for companies to serve ads outside of Facebook. Facebook has the ability to disrupt 

numerous industries, including entertainment, payments and telecommunications. 

Ad Spending Trends  

 “[We spent] $100,000 per month [on Facebook ads in the first quarter of] 2014. [Spending is up to] $300,000 per 

month [so far in] 2015.”  

 “We identified a unique way for Facebook to predict how likely a customer was to renew a phone plan with one of our 

major clients. After testing, we realized that Facebook could become a good source to attract new customers or 

returning customers, but we also realized that we could use Facebook data to help activate other digital marketing 

channels.” 

 “[Spending for the second half of this year is expected to rise to] $500,000 

per month.” 

 “CPM pricing has increased 20% in the last 12 months, however ROI has 

improved because we are buying and using more sophisticated targeting 

and data methodologies. Click-through rates are increasingly irrelevant as 

we are backing out our campaigns to effective cost-per-acquisition metrics.” 

 “Twitter [ad spending is] up but from a low base. Google is large and we’re 

trying to reduce spend. Pinterest is irrelevant right now.” 

 “No [we’re not concerned about Facebook losing the younger audience], 

because they are still picking up data [from younger consumers] through 

Facebook Connect and apps. Even though traditional Facebook usage has 

changed, we can use Facebook data to reach this audience.” 

 “Google, yes [it is stealing share from Facebook in app install spending]. 

Twitter, no, because they have miniscule reach.” 

New Products/Technology 

 “[Instagram has] great ad units, but are very creative resource heavy.” 

 “Video is allowing us to drive more brand dollars through [Facebook]. Big 

brands are adopting the platform at scale.” 

 “[We’ve seen] poor response on autoplay [video ads] compared to click to 

initiate.” 

The Next Frontier 

 “Atlas will be big for companies that want a single-ad serving platform for environments outside of Facebook.”  

 “[Facebook can disrupt] all of these [industries—TV/entertainment, payments]. Telecommunications will be a big 

one.” 

 

We identified a unique way for 

Facebook to predict how likely 

a customer was to renew a 

phone plan with one of our 

major clients. After testing, we 

realized that Facebook could 

become a good source to 

attract new customers or 

returning customers, but we 

also realized that we could use 

Facebook data to help activate 

other digital marketing 

channels. 

Head of a Mid-sized Digital Agency  

 Australia 

http://www.webopedia.com/TERM/F/Facebook_Connect.html
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2) Account supervisor for a social-focused digital agency 

Client spending on social media is increasing—not just on Facebook but also on Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat. While 

Facebook is getting the lion’s share right now, Snapchat is a better place to get the attention of 14- to 28-year-olds. 

Instagram is earning more interest from clients, and Twitter is growing for some brands in spaces like TV, but is irrelevant 

for others. Facebook is making a big push into video, and its superior targeting metrics make it the winner over traditional 

digital video ads. Video also is growing on Instagram, both from users and advertisers. Direct response advertising will be 

a rising source of revenue for Facebook. Facebook’s acquisition of WhatsApp could be significant, giving it a massive 

worldwide database of active users on a messaging app. 

Ad Spending Trends  

 “I’ve seen clear growth in overall client spend on social, and also diversification in social. So it hasn’t just been on 

Facebook.” 

 “[Clients are] starting to look at Facebook, but also at Instagram, Twitter and Snapchat. They’re looking at the 

different monetization options, and these are the platforms that have people’s attention right now.” 

 “We have clients across the board, but we’re pretty heavy in the CPG [consumer packaged goods] space and the 

entertainment space—both broadcast TV and theatrical and home-video release. Other industries include music 

streaming services and pro sports teams.” 

 “Facebook is still the leader [for ad spending on social platforms], just in the 

fact that there’s so much you can do with the level of dynamic targeting, 

accuracy, as well as the scale of the platform itself.” 

 “Facebook has obviously taken a huge chunk out of Google’s revenue 

stream, but I never want to count Google out of a fight. It will just be what 

their next move is. I think they’re going to be very close on watching the 

development of these platforms, and they are integrated in a lot more ways 

in an individual’s life than Facebook is.” 

 “People use Google search, they use Google maps for navigation, they use 

weather apps for Google. The only people who may have more data on you 

than Facebook is Google, so it’s really just a matter of how they go to market 

with that data in a consumer-facing way.” 

 “The market will dictate the price—the CPM or the CPP [cost per ratings 

point], depending on the type of ad unit you’re running. General CPMs on 

Facebook are more expensive now than they were two years ago, than they 

were three years ago, and I think it’s only going to continue to increase as 

the space gets more crowded and attention gets harder to grab hold of. The 

baseline price is only going to go up, as more people try to get in-feed, as 

more people try to reach their audience, and ride the wave that pre-exists.” 

 “For Twitter, it’s really dependent on the client. For some of our TV brands, 

Twitter makes a ton of sense, given some of the TV targeting tools that 

Twitter brings to market. For other clients, it just doesn’t make sense.”  

 “We have CPG clients looking at Snapchat. We have entertainment clients looking at it. I think it’s more about an 

education of the platform and the role that it plays in your target marketplace, versus any sort of outdated cultural 

references about the platform.” 

 “The ‘brands next to breasts’ notion [about Snapchat] I think harkens back to some of the initial hesitation some 

people had around a platform like Snapchat. There was a lot of speculation around the use of the platform, 

particularly among a younger demographic. But the more time people have spent with the platform, actually inside 

the platform, as an experienced user versus a spectator, you start to understand the massive amount of attention 

that it really holds. If you’re looking to target the 14 to 28 demographic, there’s really no better place to play right 

now, in terms of the attention.” 

 “Snapchat is still a fairly unproven media platform. Even options like Discover [a content hub that Snapchat 

launched in January], which is a fairly robust content option for people on the platform, the usage numbers aren’t 

proven or reported yet in any wide or shareable way, which is one of the main metrics you can use to make the 

decision on whether or not to make the investment.” 

CPMs on Facebook are more 

expensive now than they were 

two years ago, than they were 

three years ago, and I think it’s 

only going to continue to 

increase as the space gets 

more crowded and attention 

gets harder to grab hold of. The 

baseline price is only going to 

go up, as more people try to get 

in-feed, as more people try to 

reach their audience, and ride 

the wave that pre-exists. 

Account Supervisor  

Social-focused Digital Agency 

http://blog.snapchat.com/post/109302961090/introducing-discover
http://venturebeat.com/2015/01/27/snapchat-launches-discover-a-new-media-channel-for-brand-advertsing/
http://venturebeat.com/2015/01/27/snapchat-launches-discover-a-new-media-channel-for-brand-advertsing/
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 “We’re shifting a lot of dollars from print and from traditional ‘blind’ digital buys into social. They’re the main places 

where the pendulum is swinging. I never underestimate the value of TV, and I think there’s a lot of value there, but 

it’s how you extend that [TV] story and complement it.”  

 “I was looking at a report today that still puts Facebook ranked as among the highest in active users, 13 to 17. I 

know there’s been a lot of speculation about Facebook losing its younger audience. Facebook is not being talked 

about as much with younger audiences, but it’s being accepted as part of the every day.”  

 “When you look at the platform overall, it seems more like the relationship with your smartphone than an individual 

platform. People are checking Facebook like they check emails or the news headlines, as part of their every day. And 

so I think activity is under-reported, mostly because it’s not an exciting part of the news cycle the way that 

Snapchat’s innovation is, or Vine when it first came to market and took a huge chunk out of the youth [demographic] 

that was on social. All of those are more exciting stories, but I don’t have a concern as far as Facebook’s ability to 

retain penetration within a younger demo.” 

 “Direct response is going to continue to be interesting for Facebook. As of right now, it’s not a pre-existing user 

behavior. Most people don’t go on Facebook specifically with an intent to purchase, versus going to a brand website 

with an intent to purchase, or to Amazon, for example. Direct response is all about sequencing of messaging, and it’s 

more about story telling than about frequency.”  

 “Awareness and engagement are two of the more primary places that we’re continuing to see people focus and 

invest in on Facebook in particular. Even in the past six months, I’ve seen a pretty large uptick in the amount of 

direct response campaigns that brands want to be running on Facebook.” 

 “The relationship between paid [advertising on social] and creative has become increasingly close. In relation to the 

Facebook space, it’s become pretty clear for the majority of the clients that we work with that it’s important to have a 

solid paid media strategy that’s based on driving against your business goals, and not just the goals that were once 

really important in the social space.”  

 “It used to be all about follower groups, then it was about engagement. But 

now as the more anecdotal metrics are beginning to fall by the wayside, 

things like business goals and bottom-line revenue and brand perception 

and awareness have become more important. Paid media on Facebook has 

become a much more important driver of the goals and objectives.” 

New Products/Technology 

 “Instagram is starting to become much more aggressive with options and 

opportunities in terms of ad inventory. I’ve seen an increase in appetite for 

Instagram buys from clients.” 

 “Instagram will continue to be a home for extremely high-quality ‘thumb 

stopping’ imagery. It’s the kind of thing as you’re thumbing through your feed, you have to imagine what will make 

you stop, what creates ‘dwell time.’”  

 “Video has also become much more prevalent on Instagram—not just as an ad product, but also people posting [their 

own content]. In the end it becomes very high-quality imagery that is hoping to capture people’s attention.” 

 “Creative always becomes the variable. You can always have a very smart, data-driven approach to distribution in 

your media, but what is the message you’re trying to translate, and how are you investing in that message and the 

nuances of that message?” 

 “We’re seeing Facebook make a big push into the video space—making video a smarter ad option for advertisers 

right now.” 

 “[ROI for Facebook video ads] depends how you classify ROI—whether you’re talking about direct drive to sale; or 

return on ad spend; or you’re running a Nielsen brand effects study, where you’re monitoring perception of your 

brand, based on control and expose groups.” 

 “If you’re going to go head-to-head with Facebook against a traditional digital video media buy, you’re going to get a 

lot more accuracy, a lot less waste, and I think the CPMs are significantly lower. All of those things, to me, make 

Facebook a much more worthwhile place to invest in.” 

 “[Facebook] is going to need to continue to come up with smart ways to monitor the metrics for measuring [the 

relevance of ads]. The quality of the content is already being analyzed by many different [people] before a campaign 

goes live, depending on [a client and agency’s] relationship to their social strategy, but I think Facebook is trying to 

get ahead of the game. Engagement rate was relative to what ‘relevant score’ is going to be going forward, so the 

more metrics that they provide from a Facebook standpoint that we can back into as marketers, then the more 

valuable the platform becomes, and the more data driven our content strategy can become.” 

We’re seeing Facebook make a 

big push into the video space—

making video a smarter ad 

option for advertisers right now. 

Account Supervisor  

Social-focused Digital Agency 
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The Next Frontier 

 “The kind of surgical accuracy of data tools Facebook already provides is impressive. Continuing to have more data 

transparency and pass-through between third-party vendors like Datalogix, and broadening that library of vendors, 

would only increase the value of the platform.” 

 “We also want to understand better the user behavior of systemic targets. 

We can get a better understanding of when people are most active, and the 

type of features that people of a certain profile are likely to engage with. 

They’ll take your CRM, plug it into their system, allow you to create a custom 

audience with it, but it doesn’t work the other way around.” 

 “There’s so much data they have as a company, and I think they’re doing a 

very smart job of how they’re rolling it out. But from a marketing standpoint, 

the more data you have, the smarter you can get with how you’re trying to 

message.” 

 “You’re starting to see Facebook move into [the content] space, where 

they’re starting to encourage publishers to post more videos direct to their 

page and have the page serve as a content hub or channel for video 

content.” 

 “In terms of other emerging markets, Facebook already has a pretty wide 

array of tools and products available. I think it’s just a matter of how they’re 

going to integrate the service.”  

 “Messaging, for example, and [the acquisition of] WhatsApp—they have this 

massive database now of active users on a messaging app, in an 

international way. How they integrate that into the Facebook world I think is going to be interesting.” 

 “Payments through Facebook Messenger is a little bit behind the curve. Snapchat rolled that out months ago. It may 

have been a little premature for Snapchat and a little late for Facebook, but I think it’s the next [service] that could 

become very real as we start to see things like Google Wallet. Now Snapchat’s partnered with Square, which is a 

monetization transfer as well.” 

 

 

3) Lead executive with a small digital advertising agency 

Advertising spending on Facebook was up 10%-15% year to year in the first quarter, a trend that this source expects to 

continue in the second half of 2015. Younger users may be abandoning Facebook for other platforms, but the 

significance of such shifts pales in contrast to the power of Facebook’s audience reach, footprint and financial might. 

Hustling to keep young viewers engaged will be a recurring and perennial problem for all social media platforms. This 

source’s agency has withheld judgment on Instagram’s utility as an advertising platform, but expects Facebook to 

develop it as an advertising space worthy of ad dollars. 

Ad Spending Trends 

 “Our ad spend on Facebook is increasing moderately. More money is going into digital in general and Facebook is 

part of that group, but it still offers a target audience that no one else can offer.” 

 “We have seen 10%-15% growth in ad spend on Facebook year-over-year [in the first quarter]. I would say yes, the 

growth on Facebook will continue in the second half of 2015.” 

 “We do see better ROI with Facebook ads than other mediums and display. Because we service companies in the 

mid-market category, we have a good idea who they want for the target audience. On digital, you can put the ad out 

there, plus Facebook is cheaper. So the ROI is better because we are spending less and targeting audience better. 

[Facebook] doesn’t drive awareness. It is more of a conversion-based advertising.” 

 “In general, sponsored stories are less effective than straight up ads on Facebook. And the straight up ads are less 

expensive. The sponsored story is a great idea but it is much more expensive and there is less of a return.” 

 “We do very little on Twitter. We have some ads but relatively speaking, it is low on our radar.” 

 “Google’s pay-per-click is just straight up math. If we get a client that will spend the money, we deploy it accordingly. 

If the numbers are there, we increase the ad spend. That ad spend [on Google] has gone up as well, but not as 

dramatically as our ad spend on Facebook.” 

The kind of surgical accuracy of 

data tools Facebook already 

provides is impressive. 

Continuing to have more data 

transparency and pass-through 

between third-party vendors 

like Datalogix, and broadening 

that library of vendors, would 

only increase the value of the 

platform. 

Account Supervisor  

Social-focused Digital Agency 

http://www.datalogix.com/
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/11/17/us-snapchat-square-idUSKCN0J129T20141117
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 “We do some traditional advertising but when we look at almost every type of traditional advertising, it is flat. If we 

are doing a print ad, the ad is probably the same as it was a year ago. We do outdoor, radio, and print ads as much 

as before. It has not declined per se, as much as more clients are moving money to new formats on digital. If a client 

increases the overall advertising budget, we see all of it going toward digital. If for some reason, a client has to 

decrease its advertising budget, it is carved out of traditional.” 

 “We discount concerns over audience loss. That millennials are not using Facebook as much may be true, but it still 

has tons of users. So we don’t worry about it. Yes, it’s a consideration. But they still have a huge pool of people and 

product offerings. It’s just a matter of time before they take Instagram, which does directly target the millennial, and 

place more ads on it.” 

 “Facebook as a platform is one thing. Facebook, the company, has so much 

money and so much potential to get at an audience. Even if Instagram or 

some other product goes flat, Facebook can just buy something else, 

something new.” 

 “With app install ads, Google is not stealing share [from Facebook]. Twitter 

could, but that’s just a guess.” 

New Products/Technology 

 “Facebook has not done a ton with Instagram yet. They are soft-playing it. 

They are not trying to monetize it as much as the Facebook platform. But 

my guess is, that day will come, and … it could be worthwhile for 

advertisers. We are taking more of a wait-and-see attitude toward 

Instagram’s potential. If we had a campaign that was a good match for 

Instagram, we would support it.” 

 “[Ads on Instagram] may turn off or lose some of the younger generation. 

But there will always be a constant shift to the next thing and Facebook, 

along with others, will have to play that game all the time. They will either 

have to develop a new product or develop something that is ad free and 

monetize it or buy some new property. That’s just the way it’s going to be. 

Facebook needs that younger generation and every advertiser covets that 

audience, so they will have to constantly make adjustments. It is not like Pinterest, which caters to the wedding 

crowd or the home buying/remodeling crowd.”  

 “Autoplay video ads are great. It has strong potential and there is a lot to like. But when you talk about video ads in 

the user feed, from an advertising perspective, there is a lot more in the feed.” 

 “It makes total sense for Facebook [to vary pricing based on ad relevance]. For us, we will probably pay the same 

amount of money because we have a targeted audience and have drilled it down.” 

The Next Frontier 

 “The big thing they could leverage is single sign-in, where you go to another website and you can login with Facebook 

or Amazon or your Google account. They are not monetizing that, as far as I know. It’s a huge opportunity. Instead of 

allowing users to register through Facebook on another site, they could sell that information back to the sites that 

use it. They could collect measurable data and use it to advertise on those sites. There is very valuable data there. 

For example, you could say, give me everyone who logs on to Site X regularly.” 

 “I wish I knew what they had planned for Oculus. I think, just for now, it’s a PR tool. It’s cool. It’s a challenge to 

Microsoft and Google to develop innovations. What is its practical use? The answer to that is far down the road.” 

 

 

4) Principal for a digital strategy consulting firm; repeat source 

This small agency’s mostly B2B clients do not spend much on Facebook ads, preferring to focus on Google and LinkedIn, 

among other platforms. Google does a far better job than Facebook in reaching out to smaller agencies and advertisers 

to teach them how to effectively spend money with them. Instagram likely will be big for B2C advertisers, a trend that 

could eventually spill over to B2B operations. Facebook could shoot for the moon with an unlikely acquisition aimed at 

disrupting an industry outside of advertising, but even if that fails, it can likely remain a solid cash generator for decades. 

 Ad Spending Trends 

That millennials are not using 

Facebook as much may be 

true, but it still has tons of 

users. So we don’t worry about 

it. Yes, it’s a consideration. But 

they still have a huge pool of 

people and product offerings. 

It’s just a matter of time before 

they take Instagram, which 

does directly target the 

millennial, and place more ads 

on it. 

Lead Executive  

Small Digital Advertising Agency 
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 “Most of my client work is done for B2B companies—around 75%. I don’t recommend that my B2B clients use 

Facebook to advertise. Not until they’ve exhausted the top four or five channels: Google, Bing, LinkedIn, 

remarketing/banners, sponsorships.” 

 “Among my client base, spending on Facebook has gone down 25% year-

over-year, and that will remain consistent through the end of the year.”  

 “CPA [cost per acquisition] is the ultimate ROI metric, of course, and that’s 

what we constantly work towards, but depending on the client, we might not 

present data by channel, of which Facebook is one.” 

 “From a B2B perspective, Facebook is more useful for non-North American 

advertising than in the U.S. and Canada. Most of my clients have yet to 

exhaust the Google channel, either due to large inventory or because the 

other digital marketing components—creative, landing pages, offer—need 

work, so that’s what gets priority attention. In my world, though, it’s still 

primarily the basic banner with a CTA [call to action].” 

 “In B2B, Google and LinkedIn are No. 1 and No. 2—with spending ratios 

being around 5:1—and Bing No. 3. Twitter gets some attention, but that’s 

still being worked out—a CPA is more difficult there.” 

 “Facebook seems to be losing its luster in the B2C area. Not by a lot, and 

I’m not a Facebook basher, but it seems like everyone under 25 is interested in Instagram and Twitter, and they 

have a Facebook account but it’s not as exciting.”  

 “Because many, many of the advertisers that I work with are new to advertising—outside of doing trade shows and 

direct mail—their expectations are out-of-whack when it comes to digital marketing. The marketing technology 

companies have not helped this situation. It’s not unusual for us to be less than 90 days into a new campaign when 

we get questions about using a sophisticated A/B testing tool to squeeze more out of a program that’s already 

outperforming everything else exponentially. I blame that on the sophisticated marketing techniques that the 

martech companies are employing. They’re doing an outstanding job at getting mindshare among non-marketing 

executives, which allows their stuff to be purchased in absence of having the fundamentals in place to be able to use 

them.” 

 “Facebook is lagging Google considerably for small agencies or do-it-

yourselfers. My category of marketers has way more experience with Google 

than Facebook, and Google has done a good job of hounding us with 

account reps who are somewhat helpful in providing us with support for 

regular annoyances—like setting up MyClientCenter—while they also provide 

us with tips for marketing better, which are thinly veiled suggestions for 

spending more money. Facebook could do a better job of reaching out to 

people like me with account reps who will hold my hand and help me use 

Facebook ads better.”  

New Products/Technology 

 “Instagram is the next big thing for B2C advertisers, and I assume it will 

trickle over to B2B eventually. We’re preparing for that, but we don’t have 

much experience yet.” 

 “We haven’t really used [autoplay video ads] much. They are yet another 

thing to interfere with usability, so that’ll be a tricky thing to balance, but 

there’s no denying the power of video.  

 “We’re recommending more aggressively—and this is particularly relevant 

for the B2B advertisers—that they work as aggressively as possibly to own 

their marketing channel by developing their own properties. Many of our 

clients really only market to around 100,000 people, so it isn’t as hard to 

establish a meaningful footprint among an audience like this over two to 

three years. The poster child for this kind of effort is CMO.com and Adobe. 

Granted, Adobe’s audience is far greater than 100,000, but developing 

CMO.com has probably only cost a few million dollars, and that’s easy for a 

$1B+ company to make happen.”  

I don’t recommend that my 

B2B clients use Facebook to 

advertise. Not until they’ve 

exhausted the top four or five 

channels: Google, Bing, 

LinkedIn, 

remarketing/banners, 

sponsorships. 

Principal 

Digital Strategy Consulting Firm 

Facebook has to get ‘cool’ 

again. Maybe it can do this 

through some new feature or 

acquisition, but this gets harder 

with every passing day. The 

bigger the platform gets, the 

harder it is to make changes. 

And the way the Tumblr/Yahoo! 

thing is headed, cool upstarts 

are going to be wary about 

being acquired by Facebook or 

any other publicly traded 

entities that need to 

accommodate shareholder 

expectations. 

Principal 

Digital Strategy Consulting Firm 
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 “In my experience, advertiser sophistication outside of the top 100 global advertisers is greatly exaggerated. There’s 

already too much data available for a smaller advertiser to use strategically. Big advertisers will strike direct-style 

deals with Facebook—which has been extremely aggressive in knee-capping agencies that mark up their ad unit 

prices—and the little guy will take what he can get. A small percentage will use [Facebook’s variable pricing based on 

ad relevance] to great advantage, but they’ll still be looking at unit averages and campaign-level performance.”  

The Next Frontier 

 “Facebook has to get ‘cool’ again. Maybe it can do this through some new feature or acquisition, but this gets harder 

with every passing day. The bigger the platform gets, the harder it is to make changes. And the way the 

Tumblr/Yahoo! thing is headed, cool upstarts are going to be wary about being acquired by Facebook or any other 

publicly traded entities that need to accommodate shareholder expectations.” 

 “Facebook does have a lot of eyeballs, and figuring out what to do with those and the user base really seems to be 

the only way to disrupt, given that it lags Google and Apple in market cap, cash, and engineering talent. I would think 

that Facebook would need to try to make a big bet on a big, undervalued company with some kind of complementary 

offering and attempt a moonshot turnaround or an unlikely mashup—Ford? Gannett?—but have the safe road in its 

back pocket if that didn’t get accomplished, and plan to become a nice cash-generating machine like IBM or GE for 

the next 50 years.” 

 

 

 

3) Digital Analytics Firms 
Facebook ad spending is growing, two of four sources said, with advertisers pushing more of their dollars towards mobile 

placements, according to one. Direct response advertising is growing on Facebook, two sources said. Twitter ad spending is 

inching up, according to two sources, including one who said Twitter has equaled Facebook in app install ad spending. 

Instagram ads will be in high demand, two sources said, but two others noted that Facebook will move slowly in introducing 

ads to the platform. Advertisers are adopting video ads in huge numbers and posting more videos directly to Facebook rather 

than sharing YouTube links, according to one source. Facebook’s efforts to develop attribution modeling through its Atlas 

technology will be a huge driver of future growth, one source said, while another sees the Facebook Audience Network 

benefiting from Atlas, LiveRail and Parse. Two sources said advertisers wish Facebook would share data with them, and a 

third thinks businesses could use the Facebook Messenger app as a customer relationship management tool. 

 

 

Key Silo Findings 
Ad Spending Trends 

- 2 of 4 said Facebook ad spending is growing, including 1 who said budgets are not increasing but more advertisers 

are flocking to the platform. 

- 1 reported advertisers steering their Facebook spending to mobile placements. 

- 2 said Twitter ad spending is growing but very slowly. 

- 1 said Twitter has reached parity with Facebook in app install ad spending. 

- 1 said Google has been hurt by Firefox’s alignment with Bing as the default search tool. 

- 2 think Pinterest is gaining interest among lifestyle and fashion brands. 

- 2 said direct response advertisers are increasing their use of mobile ads, where Facebook is key. 

New Products/Technology 

- 2 think demand will be high for Instagram ads but 2 believe Facebook will continue to move very slowly in monetizing 

the platform. 

- 1 said the creative piece of advertising on Instagram and with video ads will be important but difficult. 

- 1 said advertisers are embracing video ads and are now posting more videos on Facebook than sharing YouTube 

links. 

- 2 think Atlas and Facebook’s other efforts to build out its Audience Network through Parse and LiveRail will be a 

major driver of future revenue growth. 

The Next Frontier 

- 2 said advertisers wish Facebook would share its data with them. 

- 1 said Facebook Messenger could be a big opportunity in customer relationship management. 

http://www.forbes.com/sites/jeffbercovici/2014/01/21/yahoos-next-problem-tumblrs-traffic-isnt-growing/
https://www.parse.com/?gclid=CLy75su57MQCFUqTfgodua4Acw
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- 1 is skeptical Facebook will get much traction with getting major publishers to publish their content directly on the 

site. 

 

 

1) President of a social media predictive analytics marketing firm; repeat source 

Spending on Facebook ads was up in the first quarter compared to the final quarter of 2014, a good sign for Facebook 

considering the softness in the overall ad market. Twitter is not growing as quickly, but has caught up to Facebook in app 

install spending, while fashion brands are very keen on Pinterest. Facebook’s medium-term outlook is strong thanks to 

video ads, but Instagram will not be a major revenue driver in the next year or two. Facebook should reap major rewards 

from its innovative efforts over the next one to three years to use Atlas, and from its Audience Network to develop 

attribution models that more clearly define what led to purchases.  

Ad Spending Trends 

 “Overall spending, Q4 to Q1, for Twitter was flat and was up a bit for 

Facebook. We considered both of those things successes because everyone 

we talked to, spending was down Q4 to Q1.”  

 “I don’t think Twitter is growing as quickly in spend as Facebook is.” 

 “The app install spend in total dollars is now equal across Facebook and 

Twitter, so Twitter is actually picking up speed with app installs.” 

 “People are spending more and more on Pinterest. Anyone that can spend 

on Pinterest, especially fashion brands, they’re trying to get on there.” 

New Products/Technology 

 “The reason you haven’t seen a lot of commercialization of Instagram is 

because Instagram users don’t want it and Facebook wants to keep those 

users under its influence. I know someone did a $300 million campaign last 

year on Instagram but I don’t think you’re going to see the numbers on 

Instagram in the next year or two that you see on the broader Facebook 

platform because of the strategy.” 

 “The [slow] rollout [of Instagram ads] is a function of how much the market 

can understand and absorb. It’s confusing to people to take three new 

products and figure out how to use them. The really good agencies and the 

third-party tools providers will get it, but the people who spend money won’t 

be able to grasp it unless they are educated about it. That’s the part that’s 

the most difficult. It sounds simple, but that’s the limiting factor right now.” 

 “They’re running two plays right now—they’re acquiring and building products 

to help them with attribution and valuing social and while they’re doing that, 

they’re keeping their financial profile strong by selling video because people 

know how to buy video. You don’t have to explain it a lot. For big budgets, it’s 

the fastest way in. Creative agencies don’t fight them on it. It feels like the 

way to align the short-term revenue prospects of the company with the 

people who buy advertising and have a mandate and the budget to do it.” 

The Next Frontier 

 “The most interesting story about Facebook is FAN [Facebook Audience 

Network], FBX [Facebook Exchange] and Atlas—all of those things now are 

not just about serving ads but getting attribution so they can figure out 

where people first became aware of something and then how they 

converted.” 

 “Google is a more straight line—I’m intending to do this, I search for it, I go 

through and I buy it. But the theory, and I think the data backs this up, is 

that people discover in a lot of different ways what they want to spend their 

time and money on, [through] social, interacting with other people and 

brands, and then eventually they make a decision to purchase. Search might 

represent the most recent drive to purchase, but it’s probably not where they 

They’re running two plays right 

now—they’re acquiring and 

building products to help them 

with attribution and valuing 

social and while they’re doing 

that, they’re keeping their 

financial profile strong by 

selling video because people 

know how to buy video. 

We’re about year one into a 

three-year cycle that Facebook 

is in to set up attribution and 

then monetizing that 

attribution. In the next 18 

months, I’d look for them to roll 

out studies about where people 

came into purchasing decisions 

and where they went, and 

basically wrapping around 

Google. [Facebook] can say, 

instead of spending all of your 

money on Google, spend with 

us, where you can make people 

switch off of what they would 

have otherwise spent their 

money on. 

President, Social Media Predictive 

Analytics Marketing Firm 

https://www.facebook.com/business/a/online-sales/facebook-exchange
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started down the decision-making process.” 

 “Facebook is trying to do a couple of different things—get code on pages to count that, to set up an ad delivery 

network where they can show where they came in to the discovery funnel and then eventually converted. And then 

with the media products they’re talking about, taking their experience out to where people are paying attention, for 

the commercial purposes of finding out what those people are interacting with and where they’re going.” 

 “We’re about year one into a three-year cycle that Facebook is in to set up attribution and then monetizing that 

attribution. In the next 18 months, I’d look for them to roll out studies about where people came into purchasing 

decisions and where they went, and basically wrapping around Google. [Facebook] can say, instead of spending all of 

your money on Google, spend with us, where you can make people switch off of what they would have otherwise 

spent their money on.” 

 “Google doesn’t offer that. If you’re searching for airline tickets, they’ll serve you someone that can sell you airline 

tickets. But if the decision is, I can buy airlines tickets or can buy a local hotel, that is much more open-ended and 

you can influence those decisions. But you need to know a lot about the person and you need to reach them when 

they are open to being persuaded. Facebook is in the process of trying to set that up.” 

 “I don’t think Atlas does that well yet. But I think it will. They’re trying to work with advertisers to get them the things 

they want out of Atlas first. The immediate thing is being able to justify the spend in terms of impressions and 

frequency and the demographic piece of it. You probably have a product cycle there for six or 12 months. While 

that’s going on, they’ll start to get the data to build these attribution models. But in order to get people to be willing 

to use Atlas and deploy it, they have to reach parity with all the others ways advertisers know how to justify 

spending.” 

 “Just from the product’s prospects and the fact they know what they need to build, they’re ahead [of others on 

attribution modeling], and they have good engineers on it. It’s basically inevitable. Regardless of how much 

resistance people have based on their current way of doing things, you eventually will have to spend money with 

Facebook and Atlas.” 

 “You’ll eventually see even loyalty programs have a way to match up what 

happened in your store with what happened with Facebook advertising. 

They’ll be able to prove if that advertising worked or that improved foot 

traffic is related.” 

 “The closer they get to that attribution, the more important the company 

gets. It is going to be a bigger revenue driver than Instagram—by a long, 

long way. They aren’t going to overly commercialize Instagram as long as it 

is ‘the Great On Ramp’ for Facebook users aged 13-17. They won’t fill that 

up with commercialism—but the Atlas attribution play will eventually be a 

threat to Google.”  

 “What everybody is looking for is spreading their media spend out 

according to ultimate conversion. They want a way to audit the 

performance. With banner ads, you serve them on websites and there’s a 

way to audit independently what happened. But on the platforms [like 

Facebook], the information you get is what the platform says and there’s 

not a way to audit it. You’re leaving it up to the platform to tell you what 

worked and what didn’t. That’s probably the one thing advertisers want 

[that they don’t currently get from Facebook or Google]. I don’t think they’re 

going to get it, to be honest, but we’ll see.” 

 “The one problem I can see Facebook running into is with this publisher 

outreach stuff. They’re trying to get publishers to publish directly into 

Facebook, not put the content on their own website, basically host the 

content inside of Facebook and monetize it there.” 

 “The problem with this isn’t really mechanical, but Facebook is going to these New York media titans and saying, 

‘The growing piece of your business now is social. It’s not print. It’s not your website. What we want is to assume 

control of interfacing with the advertisers. Take these 100-year-old advertiser relationships, hand them over to us 

and we’ll give you what you’re worth.’ There is not a single major publisher that is going to agree to that. They’ll all 

say they’re trying it but behind the scenes, all these old executives are going to be saying, ‘We are not handing over 

this advertising relationship that’s worth $200 million.’ That’s not happening.” 

The closer they get to that 

attribution, the more important 

the company gets. It is going to 

be a bigger revenue driver than 

Instagram—by a long, long way. 

They aren’t going to overly 

commercialize Instagram as 

long as it is ‘the Great On 

Ramp’ for Facebook users aged 

13-17. They won’t fill that up 

with commercialism—but the 

Atlas attribution play will 

eventually be a threat to 

Google. 

President, Social Media Predictive 

Analytics Marketing Firm 
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 “Publishers are not getting the eyeballs on their own websites directly but you have YouTube, you still have Apple. It’s 

not like the media game is settled even if Facebook is really far out front. Snapchat is adding more to its media 

sections. It’s not scalable the way publishers would want it but they are proving that people will consume it on there.” 

 “So Facebook is not the only place to consume media, and they’re treating it like they are. Some major publisher like 

Conde Nast is not going to give them the entire responsibility of monetizing their digital assets. I don’t think that’s 

going to work. As awesome a platform as Facebook is, they aren’t content producers. What they’re asking is to be 

paid like the producer of the content when they’re just the distributor of the content.” 

 

 

2) Ed Chater, COO of Lithient, a mobile tracking and ROI analytics firm; repeat source 

Facebook revenue will continue to grow at a similar pace to recent rates, driven by the off-Facebook ad network, which 

the company is building out through Atlas, LiveRail and Parse. Instagram will be another key driver of new revenue while 

the company may look to methods other than advertising to monetize its messenging platforms, Chater said. There are 

no real meaningful dollar shifts right now between competing social platforms. The bigger story is the battle between 

Google and Facebook at the top level, with Twitter, AOL and Yahoo! trying to innovate to stay in the game. Google has to 

come up with a cross-device solution as part of DoubleClick and Google Analytics. 

Ad Spending Trends  

 “I would expect Facebook revenues to continue to grow at a similar rate. Individual budgets [for our clients] aren’t 

necessarily increasing, but we’re seeing more money being spent because there’s just more advertisers starting to 

leverage Facebook and starting to get more value out of it.” 

 “The big [revenue driving] shifts are around the announcements that came out of Facebook’s F8 Developer 

conference, which revealed the massive extension of [Facebook’s strategy to build out its off-site ad network]. It’s 

really happening at a fast pace.”  

 “You’ve got three propositions now from an advertising perspective: Atlas, 

which is the tool directed at ad buyers; the LiveRail offering, which is 

essentially Facebook’s Audience Network pushing out; and then thirdly 

there’s the analytics of the Parse platform, which is focused on developers. 

… It’s all one of the same—the core data stack is shared. That’s Facebook’s 

winning strategy.” 

 “LiveRail used to be just video ads—after F8 it is now the exchange for video 

and display—display being Facebook Audience Network. Parse is the 

platform that allows developers to easily build mobile apps and they also 

now make it easy to monetize their app through Facebook’s Audience 

Network. Atlas allows marketers to track the performance of media across 

any publisher including the Facebook Audience Network.” 

 “The bottom line is that across all their products, Facebook is making it 

increasingly friction-less to be part of the Facebook Audience Network. This 

will help offset against falling audience stats on Facebook.com and directly 

compete against Google’s AdSense network.” 

 “Google has to come up with a cross-device solution, and I think that will 

come out pretty soon, as part of DoubleClick and Google Analytics. They’ve 

got some cross-device ad products at the moment, but nowhere near as 

comprehensive [as Facebook’s].” 

 “Google’s push into search on the Android app store is really smart, and I think that will be a substantial revenue 

driver for them. But they’ve really got to figure out how they can make more money from iOS. They’ve got to get that 

killer app that Facebook has to help drive revenue from iOS platforms.” 

 “Depending on the demographic you’re targeting, Snapchat messaging apps are becoming massively important. And 

I think Facebook, and to a certain extent Google, have to start buying up those emerging platforms so they can build 

out.”  

 “As for a meaningful dollar shift, I don’t really see that happening [between competing platforms]. I think really what 

you’re seeing is a high-level battle between Google and Facebook at the top table; and then you’ve got the second 

tier of Twitter, AOL, Yahoo! all trying to come up with solutions for the long tail, and push innovations through.” 

You’ve got three propositions 

now from an advertising 

perspective: Atlas, which is the 

tool directed at ad buyers; the 

LiveRail offering, which is 

essentially Facebook’s 

Audience Network pushing out; 

and then thirdly there’s the 

analytics of the Parse platform, 

which is focused on 

developers. 

COO  

Mobile Tracking & ROI Analytics Firm 

http://www.condenast.com/
http://www.lithient.com/
http://www.aol.com/
https://fbf8.com/
https://fbf8.com/
http://www.liverail.com/mobile-app-monetization/
http://www.liverail.com/mobile-app-monetization/
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 “[Facebook keeping its younger audience] will depend on how the company’s M&A [mergers and acquisitions] 

strategy goes. In the core app, the younger demo is disappearing rapidly, but Facebook’s acquisition strategy in 

terms of WhatsApp and Instagram is absolutely genius. What you have to do is shift your mindset from Facebook just 

the property, to Facebook the network, which it is rapidly becoming. And I think that shift will ensure that Facebook 

keeps its demographics going.” 

 “The majority of clients in [our parent agency] Somo Global Group are direct 

response, and we’re seeing an increasing investment into mobile generally, 

of which Facebook is an important category.” 

 “The really positive thing that’s happening in the DR [direct response] world 

is that measurement is getting much more sophisticated with mobile 

specifically, cross-device, which is then helping to increase mobile budgets, 

and therefore Facebook.” 

 “A lot of the time, especially in direct response on mobile, outside of say an 

app install campaign, it’s a very complicated user journey, and the mobile 

phone is just part of that journey.” 

 “[Facebook’s difficulty growing per-user revenue in Europe] might be a 

measurement issue. I think it depends how you’re cutting ARPU—whether 

it’s just on the Facebook-owned property or whether you’re looking at it 

across the whole network of properties. In general, Facebook prices are 

pretty high. I think a lot of the challenge [Facebook has] is around users 

from their core platform shifting across the whole network, and this is how 

they go about monetizing that network of owned properties, and then also 

LiveRail, the audience network.” 

 “No [Google and Twitter are not stealing share in app install spending]. 

Facebook is No. 1. Twitter has established itself as a key part of the plan, but in terms of performance, it’s much 

smaller than Facebook. You still really have Facebook the best performing, and then Google, Twitter and some 

others.” 

New products/Technology 

  “We haven’t run any Instagram ads yet, because access is still quite closed, but it’s a greenfield opportunity, and 

there’s a lot of inventory there that Facebook can ramp up. It’s another reason I’m bullish about Facebook’s growth 

opportunities, because you look at how many pockets of inventory that can keep driving up.” 

 “Instagram will monetize at a higher CPM but [will] have a lower reach, 

while the Facebook Audience Network will have a much bigger impression 

volume and reach, but lower CPM. At a wild guess, I’d say they are equal at 

the moment [in terms of Facebook’s revenue], but the Facebook Audience 

Network will scale higher over the next 3 years.” 

 “Messenger will also be interesting to watch, now that it’s a platform—

whether they start to look at ad formats in that platform. The difficulty for 

both [Facebook] Messenger and WhatsApp is that they don’t lend 

themselves to ads; messaging is a very personal activity, and you’ve 

obviously got limited space.” 

 “Facebook will really focus on Instagram and the off-Facebook networks, 

and then thinking about a different way to monetize Messenger and 

WhatsApp.” 

 “The key thing is that the way people are viewing ROI is getting more and 

more sophisticated, which is helping to capture the real ROI. They’re able to 

look at how mobile is fitting as part of the overall user journey, as opposed 

to in isolation, especially on Facebook, where they’re able to see how the 

cross-device purchase is happening. So it’s a higher ROI, a more realistic 

ROI.” 

The Next Frontier 

 “Facebook’s playbook is pretty full in terms of what they’re doing. The big one for me, from a buyer perspective, the 

thing that really bums you out on Facebook is just the access to data—the way it is a very walled garden. Does it 

make sense for them corporately to change that? Probably not at this stage, because they’ve got such strong 

We haven’t run any Instagram 

ads yet, because access is still 

quite closed, but it’s a 

greenfield opportunity, and 

there’s a lot of inventory there 

that Facebook can ramp up. It’s 

another reason I’m bullish 

about Facebook’s growth 

opportunities, because you 

look at how many pockets of 

inventory that can keep driving 

up. 

COO  

Mobile Tracking & ROI Analytics Firm 

Messenger could also be a 

massive game changer from a 

CRM perspective. If Messenger 

becomes the predominant 

method of messaging because 

it can do more dynamic things 

rather than just sending 

messages, then you could 

quickly see that becoming like 

Gmail for mobile, from a 

personal perspective, and 

giving brands a new space. 

COO  

Mobile Tracking & ROI Analytics Firm 

http://www.somoglobal.com/
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products, and not having access to the data wouldn’t stop you buying a campaign, even though you could buy that 

campaign more efficiently or in a more complex manner. But you’re not going to stop putting your dollars on 

Facebook just because you won’t get the data back.” 

 “The [F8] announcement around Messenger is very interesting to me from a CRM angle. The Messenger release will 

go one of two ways. It might not get good adoption in regional markets like Asia, where you’ve got LINE and WeChat, 

which are already quite established. But Messenger could also be a massive game changer from a CRM perspective. 

If Messenger becomes the predominant method of messaging because it can do more dynamic things rather than 

just sending messages, then you could quickly see that becoming like Gmail for mobile, from a personal perspective, 

and giving brands a new space.”  

 “Telco is more of an emerging markets industry [likely to be disrupted by Facebook], because there’s more greenfield 

opportunity for them.” 

 “The other thing Facebook is doing is trying to push publishers like The New York Times to have content published on 

the Facebook platform, which basically means that Facebook keeps all the data from the publisher. It will be 

interesting to see how many publishers actually allow that amount of control [to be relinquished].” 

 

 

3) Mario Francesevic, Advertising Technology Division Lead at Socialbakers, a social media analytics and publishing firm 

Ad spending on Facebook continues to shift towards mobile, and the appeal of mobile ads is driving dollars from 

traditional media outlets to digital platforms. Socialbakers has seen a steady and increasing shift from brand advertising 

to direct response on Facebook, along with use of both paid and organic video ads. Francesevic expects slow introduction 

of ads on Instagram, but ultimately he thinks ad units on the platform will be compelling to both advertisers and users. 

Advertisers are increasingly using both paid and organic video, with more and more choosing to post on Facebook over 

YouTube. 

Ad Spending Trends 

 “Marketers are becoming more educated in terms of the use of their Facebook advertising dollars. While a large 

share of marketers were investing in ‘All Facebook’ placements for their ads previously, by the end of 2014 we saw a 

significant drop in this.”  

 “Marketers have increasingly chosen to put their spend toward specific 

Facebook ad placements. ‘All Facebook’ took up nearly half of the Facebook 

ad spend in the first quarter of 2014 but dropped to below 20% in the 

fourth quarter. The share of Facebook ad spend toward mobile placements 

nearly doubled to around 20% in the fourth quarter. The share of Facebook 

ad spend going to ‘Desktop & Mobile’ placements increased from over 20% 

to around 30%. Brands are increasingly putting a larger share of their 

budget toward ads that appear on mobile, including mobile app installs.” 

 “Throughout 2014, we found that ads on the ‘Desktop & Mobile’ had the 

highest click-through rate, followed by ads on mobile only. This reflects well 

on native advertising on Facebook, especially on mobile.” 

 “With the help of mobile, programmatic, and social advertising in general, I 

think we will see more and more budgets shift from traditional to digital. 

Mobile has had a huge effect in pushing forward forms of digital advertising. 

I expect it to drive forward social, search, and other forms of digital 

advertising.” 

 “We are noticing a gradual shift from brand advertising to direct response. The main reason is that Facebook has 

succeeded in recent years to make their advertising platform more transparent, actionable and result-driven. This 

was done not just by following the industry standards—conversion tracking, bidding techniques, ad relevancy—but 

also by innovating and making certain aspects of campaigns available to SMBs [small- and medium-sized business], 

like [Facebook’s] Custom Audiences, Lookalike Audiences, or Partner Categories, for example.” 

New Products/Technology 

We are noticing a gradual shift 

from brand advertising to direct 

response. The main reason is 

that Facebook has succeeded 

in recent years to make their 

advertising platform more 

transparent, actionable and 

result-driven. 

Advertising Technology Division Lead  

Social Media Analytics & Publishing 

Firm 

http://techcrunch.com/2015/03/19/facebook-messenger-platform/
http://line.me/en/
http://www.wechat.com/en/
http://www.socialbakers.com/
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 “[The quality of Instagram ad units] is still something that needs to be seen. 

Facebook learned a lot with their ads platform so I don’t think they will rush 

anything. They already showed that by slowly introducing advertising on 

Instagram to trusted partners and testing with a limited number of users. I 

expect them to innovate and introduce compelling ad units that are at the 

same moment useful to users.” 

 “We’re still looking into the ROI of autoplay video ads. With that said, we’re 

seeing a great adoption of video in general, both organic and paid. In 

December 2014, for the first time, we found that Facebook page owners 

are posting more native Facebook videos than sharing YouTube video 

links.” 

 “It’s clear that autoplay is working very well in engaging consumers. 

Brands, celebrities, media companies, and entertainment companies are 

all adopting video. We also recently found that video posts have the highest 

reach of any post type on Facebook. Advertisers are also spending more on 

video views as an ad objective.” 

 “[Monitoring the relevance of ads] is something that I’ve expected to happen at some point. It’s not really a question 

of why they’re doing it; it’s more a question of when they’ll do it. The digital advertising industry already has systems 

with this available, such as Google’s AdWords Quality Score, and transparency in this case is very welcomed. 

Knowing more about how ads perform is essential, and there is no better way than to surface this option to users. 

And if some more traditional advertisers or industries, like TV advertising, are not adapting to changes and 

innovations that digital advertising is setting in front of them, then charging them more could help in moving them 

along.” 

 “Facebook advertising’s outlook is really strong. Atlas, for example, launched with a host of different publishers 

across the web and allows you to reach audiences by their specific platform—especially mobile. It’s amazing from the 

perspective of targeting, and this type of technology can really pose a threat to other ad technologies, like those 

Google provides. Atlas’ ability to serve ads on other sites outside of Facebook is obviously a big deal.”  

The Next Frontier 

  N/A 

 

 

4) Global VP for a developer of cross-channel marketing technology; repeat source 

The effectiveness of Facebook advertising remains difficult to measure. Advertisers would like to be able to use third-

party measurement tools and have greater visibility into impression data to help understand how well their Facebook 

campaigns are working. Instagram and autoplay video ads will be in high demand and will be very expensive, but also will 

prove extremely tricky for marketers to get right. Twitter is gaining some share of digital advertising with its mobile focus, 

while Google is losing ground in paid search and is having mixed results with its investment in original content on 

YouTube. 

Ad Spending Trends 

 “Twitter is slowly gaining ground as they develop their paid ad platform and 

pitch in a lot of new measurement techniques that are based on log-in and 

IDs. They are taking a first-party driven approach to delivering and 

measuring ads in mobile, which is a must, and is gaining interest from 

advertisers and aligns with their mobile-first platform.”  

 “Google has lost some ground recently in paid search due to Bing’s move to 

be the default search tool in Firefox browsers.” 

 “YouTube seems to be heavily focused on developing content, with what I 

perceive to be very mixed success. Advertisers also have a lot of trouble 

investing there due to brand safety issues and a complete inability to 

objectively measure ads in that space.”  

 “Pinterest is still very much getting their feet wet and growing their share, 

but they have a much different approach—they are largely pursuing 

We’re seeing a great adoption 

of video in general, both 

organic and paid. In December 

2014, for the first time, we 

found that Facebook page 

owners are posting more native 

Facebook videos than sharing 

YouTube video links. 

Advertising Technology Division Lead  

Social Media Analytics & Publishing 

Firm 

ROI [on Facebook] is difficult to 

measure because they do not 

allow a lot of third-party 

measurement that would let 

you compare their ads apples 

to apples with other media. 

Surveys can help you show lift, 

but demonstrating causal ROI 

for that is difficult. 

Global VP, Developer of Cross-channel 

Marketing Technology 
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partnerships and personality deals with lifestyle brands, which follows, given their platform. As a result of that, [ad] 

spend seems to be flowing more from places where lifestyle advertising was prevalent—print, TV, etc.—and not 

necessarily from digital and social formats.”  

 “ROI [on Facebook] is difficult to measure because they do not allow a lot of third-party measurement that would let 

you compare their ads apples to apples with other media. Surveys can help you show lift, but demonstrating causal 

ROI for that is difficult.” 

 “The best methodology we’ve seen [for measuring the effectiveness of Facebook ads] is an in-house product they 

use that measures lift against a control group that they create via their user IDs. It’s a solid methodology, but 

requires the assumption that all other media exposure is consistent and is self-reported and therefore possibly 

skewed.” 

 “Lift via this methodology has varied from quarter to quarter but we only have a couple of quarters worth of data and 

are still ironing out the methodology for an advertiser that is relatively seasonal, so hard to trend.” 

 “For behavioral measurement, we’ve generally seen in-feed ads perform better in driving lift, engagement or 

conversion yield—sales per impressions—vs. right-hand rail. However, the relative expense and lower volume for 

these ads made the ROI performance relatively similar or worse and difficult to scale.” 

 “Organic posts are still generally hard to measure and have not shown strong ROI, but this may be due to the relative 

weakness of the brand for the advertiser in question, given the way that organic ads propagate to followers and 

friends of followers and a majority of the brands fans on Facebook follow the brand to complain.” 

New Products/Technology 

 “[Instagram and autoplay video ads] are both large format, in-view ads, so 

advertisers will be interested and the price will be high. However, these ads 

have the potential to be extremely invasive if over-used by brands and 

getting the right creative story into these formats is going to be important 

for both parties.” 

 “I would suspect this is why their rollout has been slow, and to give users 

time to adjust to seeing these in their feeds. I would suspect Facebook is 

taking a very consultative approach to creative development. Brand 

advertisers are going to demand large quantities of both [Instagram and 

video ads].”  

 “[The success of Facebook’s plan to monitor the relevance of ads] is going 

to depend on the transparency of their methodology. A variable pricing 

model makes a lot of economic sense if I trust the underlying data that’s 

helping to set the price. In this case, the data provider is biased and 

marketers have little to no way of validating that. If marketers see that and 

Facebook does not respond with transparency, it has the potential to fall 

flat. If they allow validation or audit their process, then it could be a great 

success.” 

The Next Frontier 

 “[Advertisers want] unbiased third-party measurement and greater transparency into impression data. Most [of the] 

disappointment [with Facebook] that I saw stemmed from the conflict of interest that existed between their data and 

media assets. They have extremely powerful and valuable data assets, but they seem to think the only way to 

monetize those is through the sale of media. As a result, my impression has been that they do a great job of 

developing innovative new platforms for delivering ad units and targeting ads within their network, but have been 

slow to produce or release any of their data assets.” 

 “From an economics perspective, it seems much easier to monetize the value of their data assets by using it to 

upsell an impression rather than releasing that for advertisers’ personal use. I think this is largely being driven by 

privacy concerns, which is totally fair, but it leaves a lot of advertisers wanting when it comes to innovative data 

opportunities that we know they can provide.” 

 “Facebook has been making gains by changing their economic model—ad format changes, etc.—and through 

international growth. Seventy percent of Internet access is going through them in some developing countries. It’s 

hard not to leverage their platform when they account for 25%-30% of the Internet. It’s also curious to see them 

slowly expand into being a web browser.” 

 

 

It seems much easier to 

monetize the value of their 

data assets by using it to upsell 

an impression rather than 

releasing that for advertisers’ 
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Secondary Sources 

The following seven sources discuss Instagram, video ads, new Facebook ad products, and Facebook’s Atlas. 

 

 

Instagram and Video Ads 
Cinemagraphs are eye-catching half-video, half-photo ads that engage users due to their hypnotic effect. Instagram vows to 

carefully choose brands and ad styles so it does not alienate its users, who had enjoyed an ad-free platform for several years. 

A persnickety blogger questions Instagram’s claim that its ads are engaging and attractive after scrolling across an 

unattractive coffee maker ad. 

 

Feb. 10 Ad Week article  

Eye-catching cinemagraphs will help Facebook’s ads better appeal to users. Cinemagraphs captivate users in a hypnotic 

fashion and draw them into the ad. 

 “What if there were an ad that you just couldn’t draw your eyes from? It’s oddly captivating, almost hypnotic, and it 

would halt your thumb from scrolling farther down your Facebook feed. There’s one such creative format that is only 

now catching on as the digital world’s equivalent of the glossy magazine ad: cinemagraphs. And Facebook, along 

with its mobile photo network Instagram, wants more brands to try them out as it quietly introduces advertisers to 

the potential of this half-video, half-photograph style, according to digital marketing insiders.” 

 “‘You’re going to start seeing a ton of these on Facebook,’ said one advertising executive who has seen a guide 

produced by Facebook for marketers called ‘Hacking Facebook Autoplay.’ Cinemagraphs have been around for a few 

years, made popular by two artists well-known in ad circles, Kevin Burg and Jamie Beck. The format is a type of GIF, a 

photo in which only a piece of the image subtly moves.” 

 “‘Because of autoplay, brands need to be doing more with this stuff,’ the ad exec noted. ‘This is something that plays 

out with motion in the feed that’s cool.’ Some brands already have shared cinemagraph-style posts to Facebook, 

including Stouffer’s and Coca-Cola. One of the common uses is to depict steam wafting off a hot dish, for instance.” 

 “Facebook has only been able to support such creative because of its autoplaying video, which sets images in 

motion without users having to click a button. ‘Advertisers buy it just like video,’ the ad insider explained. ‘Just last 

week, Facebook updated Instagram to allow videos to play on a loop, which could help brands post cinemagraphs 

there because they are set to constantly repeat.’” 

 “They thought the format would be ideal for advertising. ‘People can’t stop staring at them,’ Burg said. ‘Isn’t that 

what advertisers want?’ A third of the projects they do with brands include cinemagraphs, and the artist agreed that 

their clients are just now planning how to get them on Facebook and Instagram.” 

 “We’ve had all kinds of new inquiries [from brands],’ Beck said. ‘They don’t want video that’s so noisy; they want a 

cinemagraph because it has more elegance.’” 

  

Mar. 9 afr.com article  

Instagram users will become accustomed to seeing ads on the platform in 2015. The site has been relatively ad-free 

since its inception; last year it had experimented with just a few brands. Conscientious of its users’ sensitivity to ads, 

Instagram is carefully choosing brands to work with now that the platform is open for business. It also places strict 

parameters on how ads should appear. 

 “A recurring nightmare of Instagram users is they wake to a newsfeed clogged with sponsored brands, trumpeting 

products and drowning the regular creative content, which the service was originally founded to display. But the 

social network is introducing a slew of new advertising features as Facebook seeks to get better commercial returns 

from the company it acquired for $US1 billion in 2012.” 

 “The question of whether or not commercial content will undermine the platform is one that has been tackled to 

varying degrees of success by Facebook, Twitter and YouTube. Instagram’s head of market development, Matt 

Jacobson said it was important when signing commercial arrangements. ’We’re sensitive to that, but it is a risk for 

brands to do something that isn’t in sync with the platform,’ Mr. Jacobson said.” 

 “Despite the company announcing it’s ‘open for business,’ Mr. Jacobson said Instagram was being very careful about 

which brands it selects to partner with. If ads are too incongruous with a user’s personalized feed, it is feared that 

they will simply abandon the platform.” 

http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/here-captivating-ad-format-facebook-hopes-wows-its-users-162839
http://cinemagraphs.com/
http://www.adweek.com/news/technology/heres-why-brands-love-video-loops-instagram-just-launched-162776
http://www.afr.com/technology/social-media/facebook/instagram-raises-advertising-as-facebook-looks-for-a-return-on-its-investment-20150308-13wus6
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 “Qantas spokeswoman Olivia Wirth said clients were viewing Instagram as a good platform for boosting brand 

awareness. ‘We saw about a 30 point lift in ad recall between the controlled and exposed group,’ she said. ‘This is 

not about pushing messages on customers, it’s about engagement and emotion.’” 

 “In a bid to avoid a user backlash, Instagram has sought to maintain strict controls on how ads can look, with a set of 

creative standards that are intended to allow only unique, bespoke images.” 

 “The introduction of advertising on Instagram was initially greeted with a severe backlash from users. An early 

McDonald’s campaign led to a wave of disapproval from users who experienced a ‘thumb-stopping’ image, for all the 

wrong reasons.” 

 “Most were upset at the jarring images of burgers in their feeds. However, there was a large portion of constructive 

feedback, which convinced the company to insist on advertising more targeted towards an individual user’s 

interests, and more in keeping with the site’s aesthetics.” 

 

Dec. 19 The Kollektive blog  

A blogger and frequent Instagram user expresses displeasure toward the social network after scrolling across an ad for 

coffee maker in her Instagram feed. She now questions Instagram’s claims that its introduction of ads on the platform 

will be engaging and feel natural to the user. 

 “This morning as I was having my morning coffee and casually scrolling through my Instagram feed of friends holiday 

parties, artistically shot snow scenes and tropical sunrises, when a photo of a coffee maker popped up. My reaction 

was swift, ‘Wtf??’ I unfollowed this brand. What is this doing here??? And then it dawned on me. It was a Sponsored 

Instagram Post. Yes, I had just been served with an ad.” 

 “To put my reaction into context: I am one of those people who have carefully curated my Instagram feed. I am very 

particular about who I follow, usually for one of three reasons: 

o I really like you as a person 

o I really like your photography/vision/how you see the world 

o I like your brand and enjoy how you visually communicate your brand personality” 

 “The curation of my feed has been something I have worked on since first joining Instagram, so I most certainly 

noticed the bad catalogue quality photo of a coffeemaker from a brand I do not follow (for a reason I might add) in 

my feed.” 

 “To be honest, the unwelcome ad also felt like a bit of a violation. I had not realized until that moment, that I had 

become quite happily accustomed to the non-ad experience of Instagram. I had come to really enjoy having full 

control of what I saw in my feed and having this choice taken away from me did not sit well.” 

 “I really do not like ads of sub-par catalogue shots of a product I don’t want to buy, from a brand who is boring and 

unimaginative enough to take a shot from their flyer and cross-promote it on their social media. And you know what 

Instagram? My experience is contrary to how you have positioned the introduction of advertising on your platform to 

be, and I quote ‘we’ve worked with a handful of top brands to draw creative inspiration from the community and 

create ads that were engaging and felt natural in people’s feeds.’” 

 “The ad I received most certainly did not feel natural or engaging. Had I seen an ad from a brand I do follow, I 

probably wouldn’t have noticed it and I probably would have grudgingly excepted the intrusion of ads into my feed. 

But, that would have been too logical right? Or not as ‘sellable’ enough maybe?” 

 “Lesson here: Instagram is to launch your new advertising platform slowly, like a soft breeze rather than a January 

night squall. Everyone likes soft breezes. They feel good. But, no one likes January squalls.” 

 

 

New Facebook Ad Products 
Facebook developments include cinemagraphs following users from Instagram to Facebook, Parse SDK’s ability to connect to 

the Internet of Things (IoT), Facebook Analytics, Messenger’s transformation to an independent media platform, and its 360-

degree Spherical Video ads. Facebook Analytics will give developers a dashboard to analyze specific data on how well apps 

are performing.  

 

April 13 Ten Scores Daily article  

Cinemagraph ads in an Instagram user’s feed will follow them to Facebook and appear a week later, taking advantage of 

Facebook’s custom targeting abilities. 

http://thekollektive.ca/2014/12/19/why-i-dont-like-ads-in-my-instagram-feed/
http://tenscores.com/daily/facebook-ads/new-facebook-instagram-ads-follow-like-stalker-201504130700/
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 “Stuart Weitzman, seller of shoes that are approximately the same cost as my rent, has launched an ad campaign 

that will start on Instagram and follow people to Facebook.” 

 “The new campaign is going to take advantage of cinemagraphs, which are basically gifs that have movement limited 

to a certain area of the screen. They are very eye-catching without being too busy and appear to be the new hot thing 

in advertising, especially for high-end and fashion related marketing.” 

 “Thanks to custom targeting and shared data between the two social networking platforms, people who view a Stuart 

Weitzman ad on Instagram will see another follow-up ad on Facebook a week later. In addition to having ads follow 

users from one social site to another, the campaign will also use standard Facebook targeting. Facebook’s CMO 

Susan Duffy says, ‘In conjunction with the Instagram ads, we’re running a reach and frequency campaign on 

Facebook to share the cinemagraphs with users who demonstrated brand affinity. The brand also will target a 

custom audience based on consumers who have visited its website.’” 

 “A few other brands have already taken advantage of cross-platform marketing where cooperation between the 

platforms was involved, and it will be interesting to see if this catches on and what new partnerships may form as a 

result of it.” 

 

March 25, IPG Media Lab article  

Facebook’s F8 Developer Conference revealed new plans for building out its platforms. Developments include expanding 

its Messenger App to become a platform, its Parse platform’s ability to connect to IoT devices, Facebook Analytics, 

Spherical Videos, and new monetization techniques. 

 “With more than 30 million apps and sites currently on Facebook’s platform, Facebook is much more than just a 

social network. At their big F8 Developer Conference today, Facebook made some major announcements that 

uncovered their detailed plan for building out its platforms, as well as helping developers and publishers alike 

connect with users and monetize their content.” 

 Messenger App To Become A Platform And Disrupt Ecommerce 

o “As we reported earlier this week, Facebook is expanding its Messenger app into a full-fledged media 

platform by allowing integration with third-party apps and content. More importantly, it is also looking to 

disrupt ecommerce with a new mobile shopping experience. Equipped with real-time shipping notifications 

and enhanced receipts, the new Messenger Platform promises to connect shoppers to businesses by 

integrating all disconnected emails generated through online shopping into one cohesive chat thread for 

easier access and tracking.” 

 New Parse SDK To Connect IoT 

o “Parse, a mobile development platform that Facebook acquired 2 years ago, is coming out with a new SDK 

that will make it easier for developers to create apps to connect a variety of connected devices. One demo 

featured a garage door opener build on Parse’s new platform. This puts Facebook directly in competition 

with Apple’s HomeKit and Google’s Nest Platform, as well as a handful of other IoT platforms.” 

 Mining Insights From App-Generated Data 

o “Mobile apps generate tons of untapped data all day, and Facebook is looking to make better use of them 

with a new Facebook Analytics for Apps. Essentially a ‘Google Analytics’ for mobile apps, it will help 

developers and content owners alike gain valuable insights into engagement or conversion rates of 

Facebook-powered apps.” 

 Bringing New Video Experiences Into Social 

o “Besides a new video plug-in tool that allows easy embedding of Facebook videos on other sites, Facebook 

is also looking to integrate its new Spherical Videos, which let viewers move around in a 360-degree view, 

right into the News Feed, laying the groundwork for virtual reality video in your social stream.” 

 New Ways Of Monetization Glue The Platform Together  

o “To help publishers better monetize their content, Facebook unveiled an upgrade of its video ad platform 

Live Rail that will add support for mobile display ads—especially native ads, Facebook’s Audience Network—

while also improving content targeting using Facebook’s anonymized data. Moreover, the previously 

mentioned deep integration of content and apps on Facebook Platform will undoubtedly bring in ample 

opportunities for monetization.” 

 

 

 

http://www.ipglab.com/2015/03/25/top-five-takeaways-from-facebooks-f8-conference-today/
http://labt.ag/1EUi0jh
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Mar 25, TechCrunch article  

Facebook announced Analytics for Apps, its new tool that gives marketers a dashboard to view and analyze app analytics 

such as engagement and conversion rates. 

 “As if turning Facebook Messenger into a platform and laying the groundwork for virtual reality video on the News 

Feed weren’t enough, Facebook just announced Analytics for Apps, a new tool for marketers who want to better 

target campaigns based on aggregated social data.” 

 “Available today, Analytics for Apps gives you a web dashboard that lets you see a cross-platform look at how your 

apps are performing in terms of audience engagement and conversion rates.” 

 “In an example on stage at F8, Facebook demonstrated how a company could compare how marketing campaigns 

were performing across different demographics. Instead of looking at who simply clicked on an ad in Facebook, you’ll 

be able to see how far different groups got in the sales process, so you could change your strategy to introduce more 

products that might appeal to a lagging group or focus on the demographic that requires the least effort to land a 

conversion.” 

 “The move bolsters the value Facebook provides to marketers, who already heavily rely on the company’s ads to get 

users into their phone and tablet apps as well as to get them back after that first install. It’ll be interesting to see 

how this new analytics platform does compared to Mixpanel, which just raised $65 million back in December, 

and Yahoo’s recently-announced Mobile Development Suite.” 

 

 

Facebook’s Atlas 
Facebook’s Atlas is able to track customers across different apps, platforms and multiple mobile devices. It also can monitor 

customer patterns offline. Facebook claims Atlas is as effective as Google’s DoubleClick. Cookies are only able to track users 

on non-mobile devices and may cease to exist as users seek to own more devices that connect to the Internet. 

 

April 13 Business Insider article  

Cookies have proved to be unreliable advertising tracking devices, and Facebook’s Atlas will solve this by better tracking 

users on mobile devices. The program leaves a tag in users’ other mobile apps so marketers can better track a customer 

within and outside of the app. Atlas also can track users through multiple mobile devices and their purchases offline. 

 “For years, digital marketers have been shackled to an increasingly outdated technology known as the cookie, which 

are still used to measure and target digital ads. Cookies—bits of code dropped into web browsers—are known to 

generate poor approximations of how many people view a digital ad, inaccurate estimates of how many times any 

given individual sees an ad, not to mention unreliable measures of clicks and sales. Worst of all, cookies are a non-

starter within mobile apps.” 

 “Facebook-owned Atlas aims to take digital marketing beyond the cookie. Atlas is notable for how it leverages 

anonymous Facebook identity data to correct cookies’ inaccuracies and shine a light into what’s happening within 

the cookie-less world of mobile apps. In addition, Atlas’ ambition is to be able to connect offline purchases and 

conversions to digital ads shown across mobile and the web.” 

 “Facebook’s Atlas is an ad server that also allows ad buyers to measure, target, and optimize digital and mobile ads 

across digital (i.e., not just on Facebook). Atlas operates separately from Facebook, does not access personal 

information from the social network or share marketing data with Facebook.” 

 “Atlas is pitching itself primarily based on the claim that it can go far beyond cookie-based measurement to more 

clearly establish the ROI of digital ads, particularly when mobile is involved. Taking measurement beyond the cookie 

means marketers can focus on metrics beyond the last click, and observe the multi-device process that often leads 

in purchasing online or offline.” 

 “Atlas’ also desires to connect offline purchases to digital ads shown across mobile and the web. To do so, it must 

have access to advertisers’ customer data or consumer data from third-party data vendors.” 

 “Atlas has a particularly strong advantage when it comes to measuring mobile ads. Cookies don’t work in mobile 

apps, so many marketers are flying blind when it comes to in-app ads. Atlas matches device-ID data with anonymized 

identity data of the user that accesses Facebook on the same device.” 

 “It’s important to remember that Atlas works with ad buyers, not ad sellers. Some major brands and agencies are 

already using or testing Atlas. Despite some clear advantages, Atlas has some crucial limitations. The principal one is 

http://techcrunch.com/2015/03/25/facebook-announces-analytics-for-apps/
http://techcrunch.com/2015/03/25/facebook-launches-messenger-platform-with-content-tools-and-chat-with-businesses/
http://techcrunch.com/2015/03/25/facebook-to-support-spherical-video-in-news-feed-and-oculus/#ns6Pf3:QvvF
http://techcrunch.com/2015/03/25/facebook-to-support-spherical-video-in-news-feed-and-oculus/#ns6Pf3:QvvF
https://developers.facebook.com/products/analytics
http://techcrunch.com/2014/07/01/facebook-starts-using-app-links-to-get-you-back-into-apps/
https://mixpanel.com/
http://techcrunch.com/2014/12/18/mixpanel-raises-65-million/
http://techcrunch.com/2015/02/19/mobile-is-not-yahoos-hobby-anymore/
http://www.businessinsider.com/facebooks-atlas-ad-server-in-digital-2015-4
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that it will be very difficult for Facebook to wean the digital-media ecosystem off its reliance on Google’s DoubleClick 

platform, which is so well-entrenched.” 

 

 

 

Additional research by Emily Carr and Carolyn Marshall. 
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